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The Fab Four,
the Four Seasons.

Herewith is the number Four of CS&A and so, as a quarterly journal, it completes a whole year cicle (the
first one) of a trully encomiable effort by its editorial team, mostly postgraduate students plus Luis Jiménez, mentor to many generations of Mexican Immunologists.
C&A deals with Science and Art and therefore with Conscience and Consciousness, which reminds me of:
“Arriba, donde quiera que sea, ha quedado la estética desde que Platón fija lo Bello en la cúspide del
mundo de las Ideas, a la par del Bien y la Verdad” (At the top, wherever it is, aesthetics has remained
since Plato places Beauty along with Good and Truth, at the summit of the world of Ideas), as Katya Mandoki (*) tell us while she goes on to develop the concept of bioaesthetics. Showing in the process how
aesthetics is at the core (or at the top) of the big bang, the origin of life, the evolution of species, the living
processes and life itself. Blending Science, Art and Conscience seems like a lot of fun !!.
This issue begins with a contribution by Avrion Mitchison, at some point
with a touching personal reference. Av´s contribution was the first
one to come, confirming that we still have a lot to learn from
our mentors.

EDITORIAL

It was our editorial decision to try to build the rest of
this issue based on Av´s contribution, as a result complexity (Antonio Neme) and Apobecs (Ismael Mancilla) are referred to in the following pages.

2

Two book reviews were specifically comissioned to
two undergrad students and so Picasso and Einstein
(Reynold Farrera) and mitochondria (Bruno Aguilar) appear here. (Alas!, books on Darwin, Huxley or Haldane
would have been more appropriate. My fault!. Enjoyable
readings anyway). It was also a good excuse for Luis Jiménez and
I to engage in a long planned but never fulfilled project of preparing a
sort of “contextual Immunology” manuscript. Here is a sample on 1944.
I thank the editorial team for their kind and undeserved invitation to participate in the preparation of this
C&A issue, with my best wishes for their Journal in the years to come. Hopefully, quoting (or missquoting)
the Fab Four, many more of us will say at the arrival of a new issue: “I read C&A today…”.
(*) Katya Mandoki, “El indispensable exceso de la
estética”, primera edición 2013. Siglo XXI editores,
México D.F., México.
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Our understanding of evolution,
from natural history to genomes and genomics

ost Immunology graduate students learn the names Nicholas
“M
Avrion Mitchison, N.A. Mitchison (as in the papers) or, more likely,
ConScience & Art * Todos los derechos reservados

Av Mitchison, almost at the same time as their first key concepts
in Immunology. Nevertheless, we wanted to mention a few of his
contributions, for those non-immunologist to understand why we are
so happy to have a professor Mitchison contribution in this number
of C&A.
Professor Nicholas Avrion Mitchison discovered, back in 1953-1954,
that lymphocytes but not antibodies are responsible for tissue grafts
rejection, bringing about a new era for Immunology reseacrh: cellular Immunology.
Low zone tolerance is another of Av´s discoveries. Now a key concept in Immunology.
In 1971, the European Journal of Immunology (then a brand new
Journal) published, between January and April, a series of five
papers describing Av´s then more recent work, under the heading “The carrier effect in the secondary response to hapten-protein
conjugates”, and with the sub-headings “I. Measurement of the
effect with transferred cells and objections to the local environment
hypothesis”; “II. Cellular cooperation; III. The anatomical distribution
of helper cells and antibody-forming-cell-precursors” (co-authored
by Boak JL, and Pattisson PH); “IV. Uptake of antigen in vitro and
failure to obtain cooperative induction in vitro” (co-authored by
Britton S, and Rajewsky K); and “V. Use of antilymphocyte serum
to deplete animals of helper cells”. Among other things, the findings there described showed that there were two kinds of cells, one
recognizing the hapten and the other the carrier, opening the path
to the discovery of T and B lymphocytes and of T-B cooperation.
Again, key concepts in Immunology now taken for granted.
From the mid 70´s to date, Av´s has made key contributions in the
fields of immune rugulation, autoimmunity, cáncer, and infectious
diseases. He is currently working on genome wide association stud-

”

ies in genetic diseases and demography.

Editorial board

N Avrion Mitchison
UCL Division of infection & Immunity

The three fathers of evolutionary biology are Charles Darwin,
Thomas Henry Huxley and Ernst Haekel. All three are men of the
nineteenth century. Darwin enjoyed private means, as a shrewd
investor in the new railways. In 1831 he set sail as a naturalist in
the Beagle, a ship of the British navy, and travelled around the
world, visiting most famously the Galapgos, islands on the equator west of Ecuador to which they belong. Noting the extraordinary variation there in the isolated populations of many species
of birds and reptiles, there occurred to him the idea of evolution
by natural selection, in contrast to the then prevalent view that
variation reflects divine creation. Huxley invented the science
of comparative anatomy, characterizing changes in in the skeleton, vasculature, nervous system and other organs as evidence
of evolution. Haekelshowed how species could be arranged in
phylogenetic trees, with the earlier and more primitive forms
giving rise through natural selection to the later, more advanced
branches. Haekel was on good terms with Darwin; hanging in his
house in Jena is Darwin’s warm letter of encouragement. Huxley,
“Darwin’s bulldog” took a more critical view, dismissing phylogenetic trees as speculation, but famously at the same time in
his manuscripts comparing similar species there began to appear
little trees sketched in the margin.
These are the ideas that biologists of my generation were
brought up on. Molecular biology has not displaced them, but
rather deepened and enriched them as we learn how DNA provides the mechanism underlying evolutionary conservation and
change. So how are we getting on with understanding how this
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Purging selection in man
Robert Erickson and I (2014) have collected data for human
diseases that have mixed modes of inheritance: recessive, and
dominant or X-linked or both. These diseases are of evolutionary interest because each mutant gene responsible for dominant
or X-linked disease survives for only a short time in the human
population, before being eliminated by the disease. In contrast,
recessive mutations survive for longer, getting lost only when the
mutated gene is inherited from both parents. The frequency of a
single gene disease equals the square root of the mutant gene’s
frequency. I mention is passing that my uncle, the eminent geneticist JBS Haldane died in India while studying polydactyl in the
south Indian population. On his desk were found papers referring to the “pth root”. The Indian authorities asked me what this
referred to, and to my shame I pleaded ignorance. Of course, as I
now realize, “p” here refers to the number of genes responsible
for the condition, and the root to the condition’s frequency.
What interests us is the use to which variation in the frequency
of the various forms of disease (AR, versus XL/AD) can be put.
In particular, we asked whether purging selection (loss of recessive mutations during a population bottle neck) contributes to the present
day shortage of AR disease. The
population bottle neck during
the last ice age is an obvious candidate. We modeled the return of AR
mutations over 600 post
ice-age generations. The
speed of return depends
on the mutation rate,
so we calculated over a
range of plausible rates.
Our model covered this
range, and clearly supports the hypothesis that
the depletion has still
not been fully replaced.
Evidently we owe a debt of
gratitude to our ice age ancestors for suffering purging selection

4

on our behalf.
This particular perspective on human evolution has a counterpart in analysis of data collected from multiple human genome
sequences. Allele frequencies in these collections have been
interpreted in terms of human demographic change and the
ice-age bottleneck (Marth et al 2004).
There is much further evidence of purging selection operating
in human isolated populations. Diseases with mixed modes
of inheritance show this affect, notably severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) in nativeAmericans, polycystic kidney
disease (PKD) in isolated populations in northern Finland and
Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) disease in the Roma (Gipsies). In
these instances the recessive forms of disease are relatively
more frequent than in the “normal” outbred populations. Further signs of purging selection of recessive mutant genes come
in many forms, including a very large recent study of height in
Europe.

Purging selection in farm animals
Purging selection has obvious uses in animal breeding. I cite
the lifework of my friend and teacherJames Meadows Rendel
(1915 - 2001).During the last great war Jim Rendel worked in
operation research led by Conrad Waddington, and after the
war joined Waddington’s department of genetics in Edinburgh
University. Their idea was to purge farm
animals of deleterious recessive mutations by inbreeding, and then release them for use in farms. To
pursue this aim he moved
to Australia where he became chief of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
Division of Animal Genetics
from 1959 to 1976.There he
applied purging selection
to improve various farm animals. Improved mammals
and chickens were offered
to Australian farmers, who
alas prefered simply to import germplasm from the USA.
What an opportunity lost!
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mechanism works? Let’s take a quick look at two main sources of
new information. One is disease mutation in the human population. The other is long term phylogenetic variation in DNA.

INMUNOLOGÍA
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Ilustration by:
Editorial staff

DNA in evolution.
Today it is possible to look directly in DNA as it evolves from species to species, using the large range of genomes now available. The two
main genome collections are at the National Centre of Biological Information (NCBI) in the USA and the European Nucleotide Archive. A
good starting point for human genes is the NCBI nucleotide collection (indexed). The nucleotide can then be fed into NCBI BLAST, which
will then reveal the homologous nucleotide in a chosen species. In this way the evolution of the gene can be quickly traced back as far as
the sequences picked by blast allow. In our experience, the genes that mediate innate immunity, for instance, can often be traced back
to fish but no further.
Cameron and Davidson (2007) at Caltech sequenced the genome of a sea urchin, which they view as a “natural experiment”. In that genome they found for instance a homolog of TLR1 (a key component of innate immunity). They point out that sea urchins live for about as
long as we do, for around 50 years, and so have roughly the same defensive needs. This is an astonishing and important discovery, which
opens the way to systematic study of the distant origins of innate immunity. Innate immunity attracts huge interest through discovery of
the apobecs, tetherin and other proteins that mediate resistance to virus infection, important in resistance to HIV, the viruses responsible
for AIDS, and of course to other viruses as well. The perspective is broadening at an astonishing rate as new mechanisms of inflammation
and innate immunity emerge. We are living in an exciting era, and if we are ever to make sense of our own defensive array we shall need
the evolutionary perspective that BLAST can provide.
Erickson RP, Mitchison NA (2014)The low frequency of recessive disease: insights from ENU mutagenesis,severity of disease
phenotype,GWAS associations, and demography--an analytical review. J Applied Genetics in press
Cameron RA, Davidson EH(2007)A basal deuterostome genome viewed as a natural experiment.Gene. 406:1-7
Marth GT, Czabarka E, Murvai J, Sherry ST. (2004) The allele frequency spectrum
in genome-wide human variation data reveals signals of differential demographic history in three large world populations. Genetics. 2004
351-72.
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APOBEC family, an
overview
of their biology

Review

Mancilla-Herrera I.1, Villagrana-Zesati JR.1

1. Departamento de Infectología e Inmunología, Instituto Nacional de Perinatología (INPer) “Isidro Espinosa de los Reyes”,
México DF.

Mammalian host defense possess a wide arsenal of strategies to protect against infectious
and non-infectious genetic insults. These strategies include mutations in nucleic acids carrying pathogenic information that operate in host and infective agent genome and defective transcripts. Mutations are principally directed by the cytidine deaminases Apolipoprotein B mRNA Editing Catalytic (APOBEC) family which promote nucleic acids
degradation, prevent replication and integration, or modify gene functions. APOBEC enzymes have several intracellular targets which edit host genomes and messenger RNAs,
and a wide variety of trasnposons and viral genomes which make it a harmful weapon
for innate host defenses. In addition, this mechanism also is involved in increasing the
functionality of RNA transcripts that imply most diversity, amplification or regulation of
the host gene expression. This review will focus the role of APOBEC proteins in the edit
host genome and messenger RNAs, physiological functions, pathological consequences
and innate host defense.

Introduction
The Apolipoprotein B mRNA editing catalytic (APOBEC)
family consists of cytidine deaminases (CDAs) which produce modifications of nucleotides and nucleic acids of single
strand 1, 2. Structurally, these enzymes are characterized by
having zinc dependent cytidine or deoxycytidine deaminase
domains (ZDD) consisting of one or two (H/C)-x-E-x(25-30)
P-C-x-x-C motifs at the enzyme active site forming five antiparallel beta strands forming a beta sheet that is supported
through two alpha helice (Figure 1) 3. Cytidine deamination
involves a nucleophilic hydrolytic displacement of an amino
group at the fourth position of the pyrimidine ring by a hydroxyl group donated from water, which produces a transition of a cytidine or deoxyctyidine to uridine or deoxyuridine 4. The known functions of the APOBECs revolve around
their ability to get, more or less specifically, to their substrate
and deaminate it. This means that, given the diverse roles

Figure 1. The APOBEC family. Relative size of the human APOBEC
proteins. Green bars indicate the ZDD motifs of each protein and the
consensus amino acid sequence is shown below.

Ilustration provided by article´s
author Ismael Mancilla
6
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Abstract

INMUNOLOGÍA
that the APOBECs perform, their cellular localization varies. Nonetheless, most APOBECs are initially localized to
the cytoplasm, a safe place with protecting skills suggested;
however, their ability to mutate genetic information, a role in
the onset of immunity and cancer also has been proposed it.

APOBEC family
The APOBEC protein family comprises several members that
fulfill quite diverse physiological functions. Human members include APOBEC1 (located on chromosome 12), activation-induced deaminase (AID, chromosome 12), APOBEC2

(chromosome 6), APOBEC3 (seven subfamily members: A,
B, C, D/E, F, G and H, tandemly arrayed on chromosome 22)
and APOBEC4 (chromosome 1), and the intriguing characteristic of each of these is that have remarkable preferences
to RNA or DNA polynucleotides, thereby different biological implications 5-8. This review will focus the physiological
role of APOBEC family proteins in context of edit messenger
RNAs (mRNA) and host genome, in innate host immune system and their pathological consequences which are resumed
in the Figure 2 and Table 1.

ConScience & Art * Todos los derechos reservados

Ilustration provided by article´s author Ismael Mancilla

Figure 2. Physiologic characteristics of APOBEC proteins. a) mRNA editing: modification of RNA nucleotides from their genome-encoded sequence
and possible fates of mRNA edited. b) Viral restriction: defenses against foreign genetic material as an innate mechanism of defense. c) Antibody
diversification: antibody genes of germinal lines suffer class-switch recombination (CSR) and somatic hypermutation (SHM), which generate immunoglobulin isotypes and higher variability.
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APOBECs as mRNA editing
APOBEC1 is a nuclear prototypic enzyme of the APOBEC
superfamily involved in mRNA-editing. As do other cytidine deaminases, APOBEC1 assembled in the nucleus into
a holo-enzyme that has been referred to as an editosome, a
term that represents the major functional enzyme complex 9.
The editosome minimally contains two units of the catalytic
deaminases APOBEC1 and APOBEC1-complementation
factor (ACF), which can modify its enzymatic activity if is
associated with other several cofactor potentially including
CUGBP2, GRY-RBP, hnRNP-C1, ABBP1, ABBP2, KSRP, and
BAG4, identified by their interactions with APOBEC-1 or
apoB mRNA 8, 10, 11. This complex comprises ∼30 nucleotides
flanking the edited base with distant elements in both 5’ and
3’ which adopts a stable secondary structure that enhances
specificity permitting enzymatic deamination with greater
efficiency 12, 13.
RNA editing is the post- or co-transcriptional modification
of RNA nucleotides from their genome-encoded sequence
(Figure 2a). APOBEC1 was characterized by their ability to
deaminate APOB mRNA mammalian at nucleotide 6666,
which yields a premature stop codon and thereby causes
expression of a truncated protein (apoB48 instead of intact
8

apoB100), or at nucleotide C6802 causing a sense change
(Thr to Ile) 8, 14. Under physiological conditions, apoB48 delivers lipids from small intestine to liver, whereas apoB100
participate in the transport and delivery of endogenous
plasma cholesterol, in this way, apoB RNA editing exhibits
important effects on lipoprotein metabolism, and its emergence defines distinct pathways for intestinal and hepatic lipid transport in mammals 15, 16. Although posttranscriptional
base modification occurs widely in the mammalian cell biology, APOBEC1‐catalyzed editing of ApoB RNA is the best
characterized cytidine deamination to modify a protein‐coding sequence.
However, other mRNA are founded to be modified by APOBEC1 such as those corresponding to neurofibromin, glutamate receptor, c-myc, interleukin 2 (IL-2), granulocyte/
macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) genes which have an AU-rich
sequence in the 3’ untranslated region (UTR) similar that
in apoB mRNA (11, 14). Hereby, by transcriptome-wide
comparative RNA sequencing revealed mooring sequence-dependent editing of at least 32 mRNAs which regulate
functions involve in development, pluripotency and hematopoiesis, remarking the importance of mRNA editing in the
biology of the organisms 17, 18.
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APOBEC proteins in innate defenses
Addition to RNA deamination, APOBEC proteins are able to
mutate deoxi-cytidine (dC) or deoxi-uridine (dU) bases in the
context of DNA substrates, both double and single-strand 11,
19, 20
. So, the evidences of the ability to change poly-nucleotide
sequences and their localization of APOBECs have generated
the hypothesis for their involvement in defenses against foreign genetic material of viruses (Figure 2b). Supporting this
proposal, human APOBEC3G (formerly named CEM15), a
member of APOBEC3 group, was the first APOBEC protein
with this characteristic. It is identified as a factor involved
in blocking the replication of the human immunodeficiency
virus type 1 (HIV-1) 21. Mechanistically, APOBEC3G is incorporated into budding HIV-1 virions, where mediates extensive dC to dU mutations of the single stranded viral DNA
formed during reverse transcription, thus, hypermutations
have been correlated with APPOBEC3G antiviral functions 22,
23)
While catalytic activity of APOBEC3G is important for its
antiviral effect, deamination-independent inhibition mechanisms of viral replication has been reported. These mechanisms include inhibiting the annealing of tRNA3-Lys to viral RNA thereby interfering with tRNA-primed initiation of
reverse transcription. This characteristic is also shared with
APOBEC3F 24-26. In addition, human APOBEC3 proteins also
showed antiviral activity against other retroviruses, including HIV-2, simian immunodeficiency virus of the African
green monkey (SIVagm), murine leukemia virus (MLV), feline foamy virus (FFV) and human T-cell leukemia virus type
1 (HTLV-1), as well as against hepadnaviruses members such
as hepatitis B virus (HBV) 23, 27-32.
Innate defenses are not restricted to APOBEC3 proteins. According to the above, only APOBEC1 of small animal species
suppreses HIV-1 and Herpes Simplex Virus 1 (HSV-1) replication in a cytidine deaminase dependent as well as independent manner, but not in humans 33, 34. Probably the difference
in the ability of protection of APOBEC1 between species is
their anatomical expression. While in human APOBEC1 is
restricted to small intestine, and in the small mammalian
species is expressed in all organs 15, 16. Thus, various APOBEC
family members restrict the replication of specific viruses through of poly-nucleotides editing and a non-editing
pathway, and target virus are summarized in the Table 1.

APOBEC proteins in antibody diversity
The adaptive immune system is characterized by a limited
germinal line repertoire of receptors to recognize antigens.
All the jawed vertebrates modify their germinal line genome
to increase the diversity, affinity, avidity and functionality of
their receptor as an adaptive mechanism to face the immuno-

logic challenges 35. In most mammalian this receptor correspond to T and B Cell Receptors (TCR and BCR), and antibodies 36. The participation of APOBEC proteins in the antigen
adaptation involves the Activation-induced deaminase (AID)
in the generation of antibody diversification by class-switch
recombination (CSR), a process mediating isotype switching
of immunoglobulin, and somatic hypermutation, referred as
the introduction of many point mutations into the immunoglobulin variable region genes (Figure 2c) 37-39.
In the generation of adaptive diversity, the initial expression
of antibodies requires immunoglobulin (Ig) gene rearrangement in an AID independent form 39. This first genetic rearrangement restrict to B lymphocytes to generate and secrete
only immunoglobulins of IgM class with a limited repertory
of receptors and act over immature B lymphocytes developed
in fetal liver or adult bone marrow requiring genomic DNA40.
AID-dependent gene alterations occur in B lymphocytes that
are growing in germinal centers of secondary lymphoid organs following antigen activation. This results in a ‘switch’
of the immunoglobulin (Ig) isotype from IgM/IgD to IgG,
IgE or IgA, without changing the antigen specificity 40. This
process is known as Class Switch Recombination (CSR) 8, 37.
Each isotype determines how cognate antigens are processed to be eliminated or the location to which the antibody
is delivered 41. On the other hand, Somatic Hypermutation
(SHM), accumulates massive point mutations in the V genes of the H and light (L) chains, giving rise to high-affinity
antibodies against a given antigen in a process called affinity
maturation, in which B cells expressing high-affinity immunoglobulins on their surface are selected by limited amounts
of the antigen 8, 40.
For CSR and SHM, the role of AID is not the same. In CSR
the mutations induced by AID creates abasic site in switch regions that facilitates the double-strand DNA breaks, and then,
broken DNA segments are joined and repaired in the context
of a selected µ, α, γ and ε chains, which generate the isotypes
IgM, IgA, IgG or IgE respectively, mediated by a non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) system, which is constitutively expressed in almost all cells 40, 42. The selected chain is induced
by contact and cytokines secreted by activated T cells and/or
macrophages 40. On the other hand, the mechanisms proposed to HSM imply the participation of RNA polymerase, AID
and cofactors, which dC is deaminated on the single-stranded
DNA of the transcription bubble to generate dU. The result of
this reaction is a dG-dU mismatch which can be resolved as dC
to dT mutations or abasic sites. So, mismatch repair (MMR)
proteins MSH2 and MSH6 bind to dG-dU mismatches or dGabasic mismatches and subsequently recruit additional MMR
proteins as well as error-prone polymerases to generate mutations on dA/dT base pairs 38, 40, 42.
Among APOBEC proteins AID are the only members of this
family which has been involved in the antibody diversification.
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While the other APOBECs are clearly capable of deaminase activity, APOBEC2 is a non-mutagenic protein in yeast or
bacteria 20, 43. However, evidence suggested that might have
mutagenic activity targeted specific tumor suppressor genes44. In humans, their expression is restricted to muscle and
heart tissue but the physiological function of APOBEC2 in
these tissues remains unknown.
Regarding to APOBEC4 functionally has not been associated
to physiological action. It was discovered by a computational homology search is suggested that is expressed in testes
but have non-mutagenic activity6, 43. Thus has been suggested
that both APOBEC2 and APOBEC4 might require a specific
cofactor for mutagenic activity or it may have a deaminaseindependent function45.

Pathologic aspects involving APOBEC
protein family
Genetic material mutations pathways have likely evolved to
provide context-dependent regulation of a wide variety of
processes such as mRNA editing, gene expression control,
viral restriction and antibody diversity, which plays a key
role in developmental and post-developmental physiological adaptation to environment, survival and development.
Intrinsic to such pervasive processes are that dysregulation
thereof would lead to side effects. Indeed, a significant emerging consequence of abnormal mutations and mRNA editing
is a strong connection to cancer biology (Table 1). According to the above, liver, testicular, intestinal adenoma, neurofibromatosis and general tumorogenesis has been linked
to APOBEC1 by modifications in mRNA editing machinery
or regulation of the expression of genes associated with tumor suppression 46-49. In addition, changes in APOBEC3B,
APOBEC3G and AID have been implicated in blood cancers
including T leukemia and B- and T- lymphomas 50-53. These studies highlight the inherent cellular susceptibilities to
tumorigenesis and tumor progression in response to broad
editing disruptions and uncover modulation of editing as a
particularly attractive targets for cancer therapy 18.
In addition of their association in the biology of the cancer,
alterations in the activity of APOBEC proteins have been associated to other pathologies. Hyper-IgM syndrome, which
manifests severe immunodeficiency it is manifested by the
lack of AID activity, accordingly no CSR or SHM with deficiencies in IgG, IgA and IgE antibody isotypes 54.
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APOBEC
La Metamorfosis de Narciso
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Salvador Dalí.

Narciso es hijo de la ninfa Liríope y del río Cefiso. Al nacer, el adivino Tiresias predice a
su madre que éste tendrá una larga vida “si no llega a conocerse”. De joven es objeto de
deseo de numerosos jóvenes de ambos sexos por su belleza, pero él los rechaza a todos.
Entre sus pretendientes, la ninfa Eco se enamora perdidamente pero él no le hace caso y,
desesperada, se retira a un lugar solitario donde de ella sólo queda su voz.
Némesis, recogiendo la súplica de una de sus víctimas, logra que Narciso, en un día caluroso, paseando por un lugar donde hay una fuente, se incline a beber y se enamore de la imagen que ve allí reflejada, la suya. Y, como no la puede conseguir, se deja morir, inclinado
sobre su propia imagen. En el lugar de su muerte nace una flor que lleva su nombre, narciso
(Referencia Rosa Maria Maurell i Constans Periódico El Punt, 25 de diciembre de 2005).

12
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Muchos textos, pinturas y esculturas se han basado en el mito de Narciso.
Por citar algunos: el Narciso de Caravaggio, el Narciso en la fuente de Tintoretto, Narciso con Eco de una pintura pompeyana o, entre los textos, la
Metamorfosis de Ovidio.
En el texto, Dalí recomienda que el cuadro se contemple en un estado
de “fijación distraída” gracias al que la figura de Narciso desaparecerá
gradualmente. El personaje aparece a la izquierda del cuadro, sus contornos imprecisos se reflejan en el agua, con la cabeza sobre su rodilla,
doblándose probablemente para morir; a un lado, la doble imagen con
la transformación de narciso en una mano que contiene un huevo del cual
surgirá la flor homónima.

ConScience & Art * Todos los derechos reservados

Cuando el poema llega a su fin, a la muerte de Narciso según la versión
de Ovidio y a la transformación en flor, en la versión de Dalí, aparece el
amor, Gala, que le salva de este funesto destino. Es en la estrofa final del
poema donde tiene lugar la metamorfosis a que se refiere el título de la
obra:

Haciendo alusión a la metamorfosis, biológicamente el material genético puede sufrir cambios, en los que dependiendo
su naturaleza puede ser eliminado o transformado. Así como
la metamorfosis de Narciso fue inducida por Nemesis la información genética es transformada por enzimas como las
APOBEC dando origen a su destrucción o algo… diferente
						
						
(La flor homónima)
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Poesía:
¿Qué es la física?
¿Qué es la física?-pregúntame indiscreto
un joven, cuyo espíritu barrunta
qué podré contestar a esa pregunta
a los catorce versos de un soneto.
¿En los catorce versos? ¡Por San Cleto!
¿Cómo encerrar allí la marabunta
de los temas que el físico arrejunta
si no caben en grueso mamotreto?
¿En los catorce versos? ¿Quién se atreve
si el soneto, en verdad, es cosa breve
y la Física es todo el universo?
¿En los catorce versos? ¡Ni de chiste!
¡La Física no muere, siempre existe,
y el soneto murió con este verso!
J. Oryazábal

Sobre el Autor
Don Juan Bautista Ricardo José de la Santísima Trinidad Oyarzabal Orueta, nacido en Málaga el 7 de febrero de 1913, llegó a México en 1939. Perteneciente a
la marina española, había llegado a comandante de navío, además de escribir poesía y textos navales. Durante la Guerra Civil Española fue hecho prisionero,
y finalmente llegó a Mexico en 1939. Su vocación científica nació en México en la Escuela Nacional Preparatoria, y en la UNAM, donde estudió la carrera de
física. Fue profesor de la Escuela Nacional Preparatoria, del Instituto Politécnico Nacional, director de la Facultad de Ciencias, e investigador del Instituto de
Física de la Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México. La Biblioteca del Instituto de Física de esta misma Universidad lleva su nombre. Entre sus muchas
anécdotas, se cuenta la de haber reprobado en Física a Luis Jiménez Zamudio, colaborador de esta revista.
Otro de sus poemas:
Amistad abierta “Avanza el peregrino
con la vista preñada de un temblor de esperanza
por las ásperas piedras de su largo camino.
¡Qué dura es la jornada! A lo lejos se alcanza
a ver sólo la niebla de un incierto destino…
Pero lento y cansino
Por su largo camino el peregrino avanza.”
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Potential therapeutic role of antimicrobial peptides
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In the fighting against microbial infections that nowadays and persistently
affect the human being, the hell is
empty, all devils are here (resistant
microorganisms). However, they
can be destroyed one by one with
different natural defenses (antimicrobial peptides-AMPs) causing an
almost euphoric explosion on them
(lysis of microorganisms).
As well as the modern art, the great
battle against infections is the result
of the constant and colorful experimentation (developing research)
that triggers diverse individual responses and feelings, avoiding the
abstraction in a figurative way to stay
ahead (potential therapeutic role
of AMPs).In a figurative sense this
modern art painting could represent
the efficient bacterial lysis produced
by the binding of AMPs on their outer
membrane...

Art: José Ortiz Rivera

A

ntimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are key effector
small cationic endogenous polypeptides typically less than 50 amino acids in length proper
to innate immunity produced in bacteria, insects,
plants and vertebrates.1,2,3

AMPs provide primitive, nonspecific system of host
defense against a variety of gram-positive and -negative bacteria, fungi, enveloped viruses, and protozoa.4,5
AMPs have an essential microbicidal role in the innate
immunity and they represent a link between innate and
adaptive immunity.1,5
In mammals they are widely spread and they are found
in epithelial tissues regularly exposed to microbial attack
as well as in circulating phagocytic cells, gestational tissues and mucosal epithelial cells whose primary function
is defense against potential pathogens.4

The expression of AMPs is tightly regulated; these molecules are induced in response to pathogens and cytokines, and they can be suppressed by bacterial virulence
factors and environmental factors (citokines, sex hormones, high salt concentrations), increasing the susceptibility to infection. 5, 6

“The ancient natural
host defense”
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Classification of AMPS

AMPs inlude laactoferrin, lysosyme, hepcidin, defensins, cathelicidins
and protease inhibitors (elafin and secretory leucoprotease inhibitor),
whicha can be produced constitutively or induced by infection.

Lactoferrin
Lactoferrin is also called lactotransferrin as it belongs to transferring
family, which consists of protein and iron, and is abundant in milk.
With its iron binding property, lactoferrin exert its multiple antibacterial
effects via deprivation of iron from pathogens.
Lactoferrin binds to the LPS layer of bacterial cell wall and causes increased membrane permeability and bacterial cell lysis.8 Iron in the
bacterial cell may kill the cell via peroxide formation; alternatively, lactoferrin may also stimulate phagocytosis in immune cells.9
Lactoferrin has excellent stability in feces for an extended period of
time.10

Lysozyme
Lysozyme damages bacterial cell wall by hydrolysis of peptidoglycans
and is secreted from polymorphonuclear (PMN) cells and exists in a
wide range of host-secreted products, such as mucus, tears and milk.11
Like cathelicidin, hen egg lysozyme also increases mucin gene expression that promotes colonic barrier integrity.10

Hepcidin
Hepcidin regulates the iron homeostasis and it also possesses antimicrobial properties. Hepcidin limits the availability of iron to bacteria, thus
withholding the growth of invading pathogens.12
Hepcidin can also control intracellular pathogens (Salmonella and Mycobacteria tuberculosis) modulating iron availability and inflicts structural damage on this pathogens.13
Acting as a hormone, hepcidin is generally secreted from the liver and
inhibits iron absorption from the gut. Although hepcidin has antibacterial
effects, no anti-bacterial role in colitis has been reported.14

Defensins
Defensins are classified as alpha (α)-defensins, beta (β)-defensins and
theta (q)-defensinas based on their molecular distribution of cysteine
16
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amino acids and the resulting disulfide
bonds that originate two structurally distinct
groups in humans (a and β-defensins) that
have a molecular weight of 4-5 kDa.7,15,16

Is enough for us the
AMPs diversity?
Defensins are typically expressed in mammalians, insects and plants, and the members of this family are invariably argininerich and contain 6–8 conserved cysteine
residues which form 3-4 intramolecular
disulphide bonds.
The α-defensin family is phylogenetically
older than the β-defensin branch.
To date, six human α-defensins (HNP1-4, HD-5 and HD-6) and eleven human
β-defensins (HBD-1-6 and HBD-25-29)
have been discovered and all are described to be involved in innate immunity.7
In addition to their antimicrobial/cytotoxic
properties, some defensins act as opsonins, contributing to selective chemoattractants for monocytes, dendritic and T
cells, and promote to wound healing and
regulation of inflammation. 13

Human α-defensins
In the 1980s four human α-defensins
(HNP-1-4) were isolated from myeloid
neutrophil cells, where they took the name
“myeloid defensins or human neutrophil
peptides”.7,10
Actually, we know that the mature human
α-defensin is a single chain, arginine-rich
molecule consisting of 29-50 amino acid
residues and containing a conserved sixcysteine motif.
Human α-defensins are expressed constitutively.7 HNP-1-4 constitutes 5-7% of total
cellular protein content in neutrophil cells
and they are the most abundant proteins
in human azurophil granules. HNP-1-4 are
synthesized before neutrophil maturation
and differentiation. Their expression cannot be induced in physiologically mature
neutrophil cells.7,10,17
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Recently AMPs are considered as new immunomodulatory agents related to their unique structural characteristics that induce the secretion
of chemokines and cytokines that control inflammatory response with a
protective role to eliminate injurious stimuli and diseases produced by
microbial invasion. 2,5,7

PHARMACOLOGY

In 1992 and 1993, two enteric defensins, HD-5 and HD-6 were found in
secretory paneth cells found within small intestinal crypts. Furthermore,
HD-5 is expressed in the epithelium of the female reproductive tract.7

Figure 1

α-defensins appear to contribute to innate immunity at the systemic
level as neutrophils can circulate around the whole body with a broad
spectrum of antibacterial activity against many pathogens, they contribute effectively in the oxygen-independent mechanism to eliminate
phagocytosed bacteria.12,18
HNP-1 had been shown to block LPS induced IL-1β release from monocytes, suggesting anti-inflammatory effects against this endotoxin.
But another study showed that intraperitoneal administration of HNP-1
to mice with colitis leads to more severe colitis with higher colonic cytokine levels compared to controls, suggesting a potential pro-inflammatory role for HNP-1 in colitis.10
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Human b-defensins
There are at least 60 members of this family, of which 43 are from
mammals, 6 from birds and 11 from reptiles and marsupials.
The mature human b-defensins typically contain 41-50 amino acid residues and the familiar six-cysteine motif forming three intramolecular
disulphide bonds at the 1-5, 2-4 and 3-6 positions.18
The first isolated human b-defensin (HBD-1) was purified from human
plasma in 1995. HBD-1 is expressed constitutively at multiple epithelial
sites and is not transcriptionally regulated by inflammatory agents.17
HBD-2 was discovered from patients suffering from psoriasis in 1997. It
is widely expressed in foreskin, lung and trachea, as well as in gingival
mucosa. In contrast, considerably less HBD-2 is expressed in kidney,
uterus and salivary gland tissue, and HBD-2 was not detected in small
intestine or liver.5, 7,19
HBD-2 is upregulated during bacterial infection in response to endogenous inflammatory cytokines, suggesting a potential role in regulation of
antimicrobial and inflammatory responses. HBD-2 binds to CCR6 and
is chemotactic for immature dendritic cells and memory T cells.13,19,20
HBD-3 was discovered in the extracts of lesional scales from patients
suffering from psoriasis in 2000 and its gene was identified using a
genomics-based approach named basic local alignment search tool
(BLAST).21
HBD-3 is expressed abundantly in skin and tonsil, and also expressed
in epithelial cells derived from the respiratory and female reproductive
tracts. It is also detected in adult heart, skeletal muscle, placenta, fetal
thymus, esophagus and trachea.
In 2001, the HBD-4 gene was discovered by BLAST search in the high
throughput genomics division of GenBank. A small amount of constitutive HBD-4 expression was observed in uterus, neutrophils, thyroid
gland, lung and kidney.

Figure 1. Antimicrobial peptide structures. Linear
a-helical, peptides with certain aminoacids in their
structure and b--sheet globular structure.

HBD can be constitutively and induciblly
expressed by wounding, bacterial products
(lipopolysaccharide and lipoteichoic acid)
or pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-a, IL1b, IFN-g.7,22
In 2002, the HBD-5 and HBD-6 genes were
discovered and cloned. These two human
defensins were specifically expressed in
the human epididymis.23
Recently, a large number of putative new
human b-defensin genes were identified
using HMMER (a computational search
tool based on hidden Markov models)
combined with BLAST.
In Addition, analysis of five novel human bdefensins (HBD-25-29) revealed that their
transcripts exist only in a few organs, with
the most abundant being in the male genital tract. Interestingly, none of the newly
described human b-defensins are constitutively expressed in trachea or skin.

Cathelicidins
The cathelicidin family has more recent ancestry than the defensin family and is less
widespread in nature. 22
Cathelicidin name is derived from the precursor “cathelin”. The N-terminal “cathelin”
domain keeps the AMP precursor inctive
until proteolytic cleavage releases the ac-
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Figure 2

tive C-terminal peptide.
Although they may vary in structure, most mature cathelicidins are
α-helical, amphipathic and cationic. Cathelicidin is constitutively expressed in neutrophils and has potent bactericidal activity.
Cathelicidin is also called LL-37, referring its first two amino acids and
total length of 37 amino acids. Two other forms, RK-31 and KS-30,
may be produced through alternative cleavage, especially on the skin,
showing greater antimicrobial activity than LL-37 and also differ from
LL-37 in their ability to elicit cytokine release.
Like defensins, LL-37 can induce both chemotaxis and cytokine release.3
Genes encoding cathelicidins have been discovered in a great number
of mammals. The antimicrobial activity of LL-37 is broad, similar to the
defensins.22

Protease inhibitors: Elafin and Secretory Leukocyte Peptidase Inhibitor (SLPI)
SLPI (secretory leucoprotease inhibitor) and elafin represent the archetypal members of the WFDC [WAP (whey acidic protein) four disulfide
core] family of proteins, originally characterized as protease inhibitors
but they also possess a wide repertoire of activities.
These functions include antimicrobial and immunomodulatory properties, suggesting that these proteins have the potential to develop novel
similar therapeutic proteins.
Susceptibility to host and bacterial protease cleavage may, however,
limit the efficacy of recombinant protein therapies in diseases with a
18
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high protease burden such as CF (cystic
fibrosis) lung disease. To overcome this
problem, further refinement of the native
proteins will be required to provide effective treatment strategies.25
In inflammatory states, proteases damage
tissues while protease inhibitors stabilize
tissue damage and facilitate healing. Elafin is a protease inhibitor with anti-bacterial
effects that modulates inflammation. Overexpression of elafin is also significantly
reduced by TNFα, suggesting a beneficial
effect in epithelial barrier integrity. Elafin
can decrease IL-8 secretion and NF-κB
luciferase activity, indicating potent antiinflammatory effect.10
The SLPI is a 12-KDa protein found in
epithelial secretions but also produced by
macrophages. It is especially abundant in
cervical mucus plugs of pregnancy. SLPI is
weakly antibacterial and antifungal, but adequate SLPI concentrations and apropiate
conditions for its activity may not be present in most mucosal fluids aside from cervical mucus plugs. SLPI may also promote
healing during inflammatory status.10
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Figure 2. MEchanism of action of Antimicrobial peptides.

PHARMACOLOGY
Mechanism of action of AMPs
AMPs are categorized in three structural clases with similar structural
patterns: (1) linear a-helical peptides free of cysteine residues, (2) peptides adopting a b-sheet globular structure stabilized by intramolecular disul-phide bounds and (3) peptides with certain amino acids in its
structure such as histidine, glycine, proline or tryptophan (Fig. 1).
As common characteristics, the first two types of AMPs are cationic and
they adopt an amphipathic structure interacting with the anionic microbial membrane leading to osmotic lysis.3
Adsorption of AMPs onto the bacterial cell membrane by electrostatic
attraction and their subsequent aggregation and integration into the
lipid bilayer results in expansion of the outer leaflet, which in turn leads
to local membrane thinning.
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Several models have been proposed how AMPs finally insert into the
membrane leading to the formation of ion channels, transmembrane
pores or extensive membrane disruption or rupture (Fig. 2).24
Autolytic enzymes induced by AMPs may also be associated with bacterial cell death. In eukaryotic cell membranes, negatively charged
phospholipids are predominantly sequestered in the inner leaflet of the
lipid bilayer, while the outer leaflet is mainly composed of zwitterionic
and uncharged lipids, thus carrying no or little net charge.
In contrast, both leaflets of bacterial cell membranes contain a huge
proportion of acidic phospholipids, such as phosphatidylglycerol and
cardiolipin, conferring a negative charge to the surface.
The precise mechanism for the antimicrobial activity of human defensins has not yet been clearly defined.

A few years ago, it was shown that the
physiological salt concentrations could
inactivate the activity of cathelicidins and
defensins.19
Other factors that suppress AMPs are
changes in the TLR-mediated NF-κB induction pathway.5
As part of a general suppression of the immune system, certain cytokines have also
been observed to inhibit AMP gene expression.
It has been demostraded that increased
levels of IL-4, IL-10 or IL-13, reduced or
inhibit the levels of b-defensins. In adition
IL-6 and IFN-γ has also been observed to
reduce levels of cethelicidin.5, 26
Exogenous chemicals, both therapeutic
and environmental, can also affect AMP
gene induction. It was observed that air
pollutant particles of vanadium can inhibit
β-defensin gene expression in airway epithelial cells in a dose-dependent manner.
Similarly, chemicals that are known to affect the NF-κB pathway reduce levels of
some AMPs, specifically, dexamethasone
treatment will lead to an inhibition in the
induction of β-defensin gene expression.5

Likewise, it has been shown that a-defensins1-3 released by dendritic
The ancient battle
cells isolated from pregnant
women at third trimester are
against the
at extremely high
bacterial resistance! reduced
concentrations of estradiol.27

It has been proposed that defensins permeabilize membranes through
the formation of multimeric pores.
In order to form pores within the cell wall, antimicrobial peptides must fulfil structural criteria that allow
(i) binding to bacterial membrane, (ii) aggregation
within the membrane, and (iii) channel formation.

It is not well understood why some microorganisms resist to AMPs, it
coul be explained because the mechanisms of action may differ for different AMPs depending on the bacterial species. 710

Inhibition and resistance against AMPs
Recently many studies have examined factors that suppress or inhibit
AMPs expression, but in many cases the total inhibition is not posible
and it only could reduce levels of AMPs.
The inhibition of AMPs provides a better environment for pathogen survival and hence the persistence of pathogens.

These data toguether with the knowledge
of SLPI and elafin are affected by different
leves of progesterone throughout the menstrual cycle even in the presence of inflammatory agents like IL-1b and TNF-a, reinforce the idea that sex steroid hormones
could inhibit or downregulate the AMPs
production. 28, 29, 30, 31
In addition to extrinsic factors, innate deficiencies in AMP gene expression can lead
to reduced levels, as well as, the genetic
variability within the AMP genes. For example, disorders with high levels of periodontal disease (congenital neutropenia,
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Moreover, several bacterial mechanisms confer them resistance and
help them to their prevalence (the production of proteolytic proteins,
external AMPs-binding molecules, AMP-specific drug exporters, the alteration of the electrostatic properties on the bacterial surface, capsular
polymers and other mechanisms like biofilm formation) because they
prevent the AMPs access to the citoplasmic membrane.
In this context, one class of inhibitors to evade AMPs activation has
been observed in Bordetella bronchiseptica, that encode a type III secretion factor which, when is introduced into host cells can inhibit NF-κB
activation leading to lower levels of the AMPs.5

Therapeutic Role of some AMPs
Antimicrobial resistance towards conventional antibiotics is a serious
problem for modern medicine and for our society, due to the misuse of
classic antibiotics.
Multidrug-resistant bacteria are very difficult to treat and treatment options have begun to run out. It is intriguing to speculate that human
AMPs might be ideal therapeutic agents to avoid the problems of acquired resistance.
Attending this problem, we summarize the newest studies of drug development using AMPs as lead molecules for develop novel antimicrobial drugs.
The potential pharmaceutical role of AMPs, in particular of human
HBDs cannot be ignored. Especially considering their strong, specific
and synergistic effects that are achieved by various combinations of
them.
Moreover, the inducible expression of human defensins could provide
a completely new strategy for the treatment of infections, acording to
that it might be possible to develop compounds for their in vivo production, once the regulation of expression is understood thoroughly.7
AMPs as a novel class of therapeutic agents have been isolated from a
wide variety of multi-cellular organisms.
They have shown a broad-spectrum and different mechanisms of action compared to conventional antibiotics to kill different bacteria, various fungi, parasites, protozoas and cancerous cells.
AMPs bear several properties that make them particularly attractive
such as their small size, rapid activity and a low chance for development of resistance.
Because of these distinct properties, the focus for research on AMPs
has increased tremendously in the recent years. Despite their potential,
only selected cationic antimicrobial peptides have been able to enter in
clinical trials.1,32
20
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Recent findings based on different approaches and strategies, strongly suggest
that is posible to identify and design a new
generation of AMPs with a wide range of
systemic and topical applications against
bacterial infections.
Related to this, is important to note that in
1993, it was been produced stable fusion
proteins with the defensin HNP-1 in an S.
aureus expression system.33
Subsequently in 1996 the expression of
the preproHNP-1 in recombinant baculovirus infected insect cells was demostrated.
In 1998, recombinant HBD-1 peptide was
produced using an insect cell expression
system.
In 2002 recombinant HBD-1 and HBD-2
peptides were produced. Recombinant
HBD-2 was also produced in 2004, again in
the same insect cell expression system.7,32
Highlighting some recent advances in
the study of the therapeutic role of some
AMPs, and their molecular basis of antimicrobial activity, as well as, their current
pharmacological and clinical development
and future directions and applications.
Is important to kwnow that the idea to use
the HBD-2 as a therapeutic protein come
from the observation of this defensin promotes histamine realease and prostaglandin-D2 production in mast cells, suggesting a potential immunotherapeutic role as
a vaccine adjuvant to enhance antibody
porduction.19
Moreover, the identification of novel human
defensins using genomics and bioinformatics strategies may lead to develop of multiple promising pharmaceutical candidates.7
The therapeutic value of oral bovine lactoferrin administration in colitis has been
studied in animal models by its ability to
dose-dependently increase the expressions of anti-inflammatory cytokines (IL-4
and IL-10), while expression of proinflammatory cytokines (TNFα, IL-1β, IL-6 and
IL-8) decrease and histology damage are
improved, demonstrating the anti-inflammatory effects.10
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Papillon-Lefevre Syndrome) have been observed to correlate with deficiency in cathelicidin.5
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Related to this, the effect of cathelicidin reveals a potential therapeutic
solution for colitis. In 2011 it has been demonstrated that endogenous
cathelicidin plays an anti-inflammatory role in the development of colitis
in mice.34
Intracolonic administration of the cathelicidin mCRAMP to treat mouse
colitis, significantly ameliorated several colonic inflammatory parameters, restored colonic expression of mucin genes, and suppressed colonic apoptosis with negligible effects on mucosal healing. Importantly,
mCRAMP administration reduced the total population of fecal microflora, suggesting significant antimicrobial effects.10,22
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In vitro experiments showed that LL-37 has no effects on cell proliferation, but exerts anti-apoptotic and wound healing effects in human
intestinal epithelial cells.
Recently, a clinical trial validated vitamin D utilization as an adjunctive
therapy to induce AMPs against tuberculosis. The treatment of other
infections based on a similar principle but using oral administration of
butyrate or phenylbutyrate to induce endogenous cathelicidin mRNA
and protein expression has been successfully utilized in model of infections.22
Apart from natural endogenous AMPs, there are many non-host and
artificial AMP possessing anti-inflammatory effects in various kinds of
colitis.
The nine amino acid peptide coprisin (LLCIALRKK), derivated from Korean dung beetle, exerts antimicrobial activity and prevents mice from
C. difficile-associated inflammation and mucosal damage in mice.
A modified coprisin analogue does not affect commensal bacteria such
as lactobacillus and bifidobacterium, but inhibits colonization of C. difficile in mice via a mechanism that involves disruption of the bacterial
membrane.
Two semi-synthetic glycopeptides, telavancin and dalbavancin with antibacterial activity against Gram-positive bacteria have been evaluated
in clinical trials for their oral effectiveness in C. difficile colitis and digestive tract decontamination. A novel AMP (wrwycr) was recently found to
inhibit bacterial DNA repair associated mechanisms.
This peptide significantly reduces survival of Shiga toxin producing
O157-H7 E. coli in acid stress. Although data from animal experiments
or clinical trials are not available, this peptide may be another potential
candidate for prevention of intestinal bacterial infection.10
Although AMPs possess considerable benefits as new generation antibiotics, their clinical and commercial development still have some limitations and they couldn’t go into the drug markets because of problems
in application such as potential toxicity, susceptibility to proteases, and
high cost of obtaining natural peptides, the peptide production via genetic engineering (size and molecular size) as preferred method, as
well as, their limited availability.

In order to overcome those obstacles, extensive efforts have been carried out.
For instance, unusual amino acids or peptido-mimetics are introduced to avoid the
proteolytic degradation and the design of
short peptides retaining antimicrobial activities is proposed as a solution for the cost
issue, as well as, it is necessary to discover new antimicrobial sources in nature and
study their structures and physicochemical
properties more in depth.1,7,35

CONCLUSION
Antimicrobial peptides contribute importantly to innate host defense particularly
when physical barriers of innate immunity
have been breached in response to cutaneous injurie or infection. AMPs can be
constitutively and induciblly expressed by
wounding, bacterial products and cytokines,
The principal action of AMPS on harmful
microbes the pore formation in pathogen
membranes to inhibit or kill them, in addition they excert an immunomodulatory and
chemotactic effects.
There has been mounting interest to explore the role of AMPs and proteins in the
innate host defense, since their great molecular diversity and functions to subvert
the host’s defenses.
Due to their broad spectrum of activity, the
posibility to be in situ induced and the inability to develop resistance to them, AMPs
are seen as having great potential use as
therapeutic antibiotics against infections
and immune inflammatory diseases.
However, the clinical and commercial develop of new artificial AMPs still have some
limitations. Nowadays they couldn’t go into
the drug markets due to their problems in
application.
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His first knowledge and experince came from his
professor Modesto Barrios Caballero, who gave
him professional advice.
He considers that his work is influenced by the
prehispanic world essence. He has several sources of inspiration as moods, nature, animals and
some people, expressed through the mix of vivid
colors.
As a methodic person he believes that the art is
deeply related to science. These relations are
important to develop the balance in the painting
through the numeric knowledge about the quantity
and quality of materials, able to awake our feelingsin a different appreciative way.
In Jose’s words

“The artists and scientifics must
have and develop their sensibility
and creativity in order to surprise
all the humanity around the world,
giving a new face to something that
has never had a face”.

“Untitled modern work”
- It represents a not yet identified microorganism.
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More than just a Mexican artist, he is above all
a proud native of Santa Ana Tlacotenco, Milpa
Alta. He studied drawing and painting at National
School of Plastic Arts, Mexico City.
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SOM

1944

THE YEAR THAT ESTABLISHED THE POLITICAL AND
ECONOMICAL SITUATION OF THE WORLD FOR THE REST OF
THE 20TH CENTURY AND REDIRECTED IMMUNOLOGY.

Luis Antonio Jiménez Zamudio, Francisco Javier Sánchez-García

Of course, in 1944 worldwide attention was focused on the second war. If 1945 will be much more remembered as the year when
finally the war came to an end, with the surrender of Germany
and Japan and the terrorific use of the atomic bomb in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, the invasion of Normandy by the British, American, Canadian and other allied forces in 1944 had much more
transcendence in shaping the postwar political and economicworld structure.
In 1944 the Soviet army had taken the initiative over the axis
forces, overrunning them in all fronts, and eventually could have

defeated them, taking full control of all of Europe. Perhaps the
conflict would have been longer, with heavy losses for England
as a result of the use of the V-2 bombs, which were almost ready,
and atomic weapons would have been deliveredon German cities.Finally, the political equilibrium in favor of the Soviet Union
wouldbe undisputed.
The second front opened in the West by the allies gave them an
option in the repartition of the European territories and the establishment of the spheres of influence that we knew for most of
the twentieth century, until 1989 when the Berlin wall fell down
(and the 7th International Congress of Immunology was also
held in Berlin).
The landing in Normandy on June 6, 1944, affirmed the confidence about the proximate end of the war and prompted the
celebration of two meetings of utmost relevance for the postwar:first the Bretton Woods Conference, held 1-22 July, 1944,
where the economic future of the world was set by the 44 attending countries, with the founding of the International World Bank
(IWB), and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. The economist Victor Urquidi actively participated
in the Bretton Woods Conference as the Mexican representative.
The second was the Dumbarton Oaks Conference, held 21-29
August, 1944, in which the leaders of US, UK, URSS and China
defined the creation of the United Nations Organization, to replace the Nations Society and with the aim to correct the errors
that the Society committed during the inter-war period.
México had already declared a state of war against the axis since
1942. In 1944, the Mexican Air Forces were created off the Army,
and the Mexican Expeditionary Air Force was commissioned to

24
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SOM
join in the Pacific combat
lines under American command. The group was designed as the 201 Combat
Squadron, and as such participated in the Pacific campaign during the following
year until the end of war.
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Peter Medawar, 1944

In México, the 1940 National Census informed of
48% illiteracy in México.
To cope with the problem,
Jaime Torres Bodet,then in
charge of the Secretary of
Education, started a Campaign against illiteracy with,
among other activities, the
distributionof ten million

copies of the “CartillaNacional de Alfabetización 1944-1946”,
which was to be translated to several indigenous languages.
In 1940, In England, Medawar (then teaching zoology in Oxford)
became involved in the horrors of war when a plane crashed
about 200 yards from his home. The pilot was rescued and taken to the Radcliffe Infirmary under the care of John Barnes, an
Oxford colleague of Medawar, who had him visit the patient
and met Harold Gillies, a plastic surgeon who attempted skin
transplants without success. Medawar wrote to the War Wounds
Committee of the MRC, urging them to study skin transplantation. The Committee´s answer was that he himself should apply
for a grant, and sent him to work at the Glasgow Royal Infirmary
Burns Unit. There he studied the fate of transplanted skin patches, taking biopsies at various times. He observed the destruction
of the transplant by lymphocytes, and the accelerated destruction of a second set of implants from the original donor.
The results are described in a 1943 article (Gibson T and Medawar PB, The fate of skin homografts in man. J Anat1943; 77:299314). Studies in humans were followed by a series of more detailed experiments in rabbits.

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

A student residence is created within
the InstitutoPolitécnicoNacional, with
capacity for 300 students.
Octavio Paz, then 29-30 years old, is at
University of California in Berkeley on
a Guggenheim fellowship, while Carlos
Fuentes, then 15-16 years old returns to
Mexico to study at “Centro Universitario Mexico” (CUM). Octavio Paz would
later receive the Literature Nobel Prize
in 1990 and Carlos Fuentes the Principe de Asturias prize in 1994, among
many other distinctions for their contribution to Literature.
Picasso, who has been classified by the
Nazis as a “degenerate” artist, seems
to have made about a hundred drawings of a shepherd holding a frightened
animal, before modeling the clay figure
of “Man with a Lamb” in 1943. “Man
with a Lamb” was finally cast in bronze
sometime in 1944.

The article of Avery, McLeod and McCarthy on the transformation of neumoccocus was published, and the role
of DNA as determinant of the phenotype was clearly established (Avery OT,
McLeod CM, McCarty M. Studies on
the chemical nature of the substance
inducing transformation of pneumococcal types. J Exp Med 1944; 79:137158).
The Escuela Nacional de Medicina
Rural, formerly part of the EscuelaNacional de Bacteriología y Fermentaciones, is created within the Instituto
Politécnico Nacional.

Combat, Underground No. 55, is published in the clandestinity. It contains
“Against Total War, Total Resistance”,
an article “probably” (remember, clandestinity) writen by Albert Camus. Camus became Combat editor in chief in
August this year.
The Universidad Nacional Autónoma
de México (UNAM) inaugurates the
Hemeroteca Nacional de México, an
act attended by the Dean Rodulfo Brito
Foucher, and President Manuel Avila
Camacho.
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MAY

Hitler and Benito Mussolini meet at
Salsburg.
The Instituto Nacional de Cardiología
is inaugurated in Mexico City on April
18th by the president Manuel Avila Camacho

First performance of Jean-Paul Sartre´s
playHuis clos (French) at the Théâtre
du Vieux-Colombier, in Paris. This
play was later translated to English as:
in camera, no way out, vicious circle,
behind closed doors, or dead end. Exposing the public to Sartre´s ideas on
the struggle of being oneself an object
in the world of another consciousness.

JULY
Julio Florencio Cortazar, “el gran
Cronopio” arrives in Mendoza from
Chivilcoy, to take over a lecturer position at the Universidad Nacional de
Cuyo (UNCuyo), he will teach French
Literature I and II. He will remain there
until December 1945.

SEPTEMBER
The exiled Dutch government’s appeal
for a railway strike to further the Allied
liberation efforts, and the national railways complied. In retaliation, the German administration placesan embargo
on all food supplies and fuel shipments
to the population of western Netherlands.

AUGUST
Albert Camus is writing, just as Paris is
being liberated from German occupation: “Paris is firing all its ammunition
into the August night. Against a vast
backdrop of water and stone, on both
sides of a river awash with history, freedom’s barricades are once again being
erected. Once again justice must be redeemed with men’s blood”.

OCTOBER

JUNE
D-day (June 6).More than 13,000 allied
paratroopers are landing in Normandy,
flown from bases in southern England
to the Cotentin Peninsula, in more than
900 C-47 airplanes. Shortly followed by
an aditional 4,000 glider infantry men
on that same day, and a total of approximately 150,000 troops in the days and
weeks to follow, to fight Hitler forces
that have taken over Europe.
H. Sherwood Lawrence, prominent
Immunologist and member of the US
Army, participates in the invasion of
Normandy.
Some time around this month, Gabriel
García Marquez, then 17 years old, deliver a spech at the “LiceoNacional de
Varones de Zipaquirá”, as a farawell
to his fellow schoolmates one year
older than him, as they are leaving the
school. Inviting the audience to share
the painful moment of saying good bye.
He says that “everyone go in the search
of light, propelled by the same ideal”.
Thirthy eight years later he, whom always said that he does not like to give
speches, had to give another one, at the
reception of his Literature Nobel prize
in 1982.

In a very much ignored article in the
Journal of Anatomy, Peter B. Medawar
published the results of experiments
realized in the previous years. (Medawar PB. The behavior and fate of skin autografts and skin homografts in rabbits.
J Anat 1944; 178:176-199). In the conclusions he writes: “The inflammatory process includes vascular and lymphatic proliferation; a
massive invasion of the grafts by lymphocytes and monocytes of native origin through the walls of the vessels within them; oedema
of such severity that the graft bed may be distended by tracts of free fibrinous matter; and a general mobilization of mesenchyme
cells”, and“The mechanism by which foreign skin is eliminated belongs to the general category of actively acquired immune reactions.”
For Arthur Silverstein, an immunology historian, these experiments represent the resurrection of adiscipline whichhad almost
disappeared for several decades. And for most immunologists this is the birth of immunobiology, as it initiates the study of the
mechanisms, the physiology of the immune response, and proposes a central role for the cells and in particular for the lymphocyte
in the immunological phenomenon.
AvrionMitchison would later demonstrate that cells but not sera mediate graft rejection (Mitchison NA. Passive transfer of transplantation immunity.Nature 1953; 171:267-268).
John Winston Lennon is celebrating his 4th Birthday in Liverpool. “The War is over, if you want it”, “give peace a chance”, “nothing
to kill or die for”, “but first you must learn how to smile as you kill, if you want to be like the folks on the hill”, he will sing years latter, and will campaign against war (Vietnam). “Hair Peace”, “Bed Peace”, will be held in Amsterdam March 25, 1969 and in Montreal
May 26, 1969, followed by other forms of protest against war.

NOVEMBER
26

The Red Cross wins the Peace Nobel Prize.
John Hopkins Hospital performs the first open heart surgery.
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DECEMBER
Food supplies for the Dutch population in western Netherlands are still very short. Daily caloric supply by this
time has decreased to as few as 700 calories per day. Some 4.5 million people suffer from chronic hunger and
malnutrition-related diseases and this will last until May, 1945. Horrendous in its origin, the Dutch Hunger Winter
provided Science with a well-characterized population and so, years later, a Dutch Famine Birth Cohort Study was
carried out by the Academic Medical Centre in Amsterdam, and the MRC Environmental Epidemiology Unit of
the University of Southampton in Britain. It was found that the children of pregnant women exposed to famine
were more susceptible to diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular disease, and other health problems, and also that the
children of women who were pregnant at that time were smaller, as expected. Strikingly, when these children
grew up and had children, they were also smaller than average thus suggesting that the famine experienced by
the mothers caused some kind of epigenetic changes that were passed down to the next generation. Opening
a new field of scientific research on the role of nutrition on human epigenetics (Jiménez-Chillarón JC, Días R,
MartínezD,Pentinat T, Ramón-Krauel M, Ribó S, Plosch T. The role of nutrition on epigenetic modifications and
their implications on health.Biochimie 2012; 94: 2242-2263).
Benito Mussolini died on April 27, 1945; Adolf Hitler died on April 30, 1945. German forces in Berlin surrender
on May 2, in North West Germany, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Bavaria they surrender on May 4…”Victory
day” was proclaimed on May 8 or May 9, 1945, depending on the time zone of the allied countries, and depending
on who is talking.
Many more wars were to come. While we are typing the end point to this text hundreds of Palestinians (mostly
civilians) are being killed by Israel armed forces.
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ADDENDUM
In spite of worldwar II, life, “normal life” has to go on, and so:

T

he Guardian (Friday 12 September, 2014) publishes that: Israeli intelligence veterans refuse to serve in Palestinian territories.

“Forty-three veterans of one of Israel’s most secretive military intelligence
units – many of them still active reservists – have signed a public letter refusing to serve in operations involving the occupied Palestinian territories because of the widespread surveillance of innocent residents”.
“The signatories say, however, that a large part of their work was unrelated to
Israel’s security or defence, but appeared designed to perpetuate the occupation by “infiltrating” and “controlling” all aspects of Palestinian life”.
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main components of chromatin and its
main interactions with some proteins.
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Biological background
DNA is usually though as a long chain of nucleotides, which contains genetic information required for the development and functioning of the organism. Although normally displayed as a linear structure, eukaryotic DNA is
highly packed around certain proteins to form chromatin. This hierarchical
packing can be observed in fig. 1. The human genome consists of 3x10
bases, and the extension of a linear DNA that could carry that number of
bases would be no shorter than one meter. It is not surprising then that
chromatin is so highly packed to fit into the nucleus of each cell in the body
of eukaryotes.

Chromatin is a conjugated structure
of DNA and proteins. DNA is wrapped
around nucleosomes, which are complex structures consisting of histone
proteins. Nucleosomes are the basic
structures for DNA packing, and fig. 2
shows a schematic nucleosome and
DNA wrapped around it. Chromatin has
a beaded appearance, where nucleosomes play the role of beads and DNA
act as the strings connecting beads.

Chromatin is a complex structure, and its interaction with proteins such
as transcription factors (TF) can also be described as complex. The term
complex have different meanings, including its equivalence to describe elaborated phenomena or difficult-to-follow processes. A second meaning for
complex is that of a system / structure / process which presents some of the
following features: capability of adaptation to changes in the environment,
feedback mechanisms, tolerance to errors, and a distributed information
processing. Sometimes, the two meanings of complex are equivalent, but
most often, they are not. Under the perspective of complex systems (inherited from its direct ancestor, cybernetics), a process or a structure is studied
considering mainly their interactions at a coarse-grained level, disregarding
many of the details. In this work, following the philosophy of complex systems, and at the risk of leading aside crucial details, I will only describe the

The physical and mathematical properties of chromatin are of great interest to
understand the constraints imposed to
the storage and replicating machinery
in the cells. Around each nucleosome
or histone octamer there are 147 base
pairs (bp) of DNA wrapped 1.67 turns.
The number of bp separating nucleosomes is, under normal conditions, 200.
The DNA topology defines what type of
chromatin domains can be observed.
For a topologist, a circle made of rub is
equivalent to a square of the same ma-

Fig. 1 Chromatin structure.
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rentiated expression is affected by how chromatin is opened (available)
along different cells or tissues. Epigenetic factors are of major relevance in
the correct or expected expression of the genes (See text from Alejandra
Cervera in this same issue).

Figure 2. Nucleosome. Blue elements are
histones and the stripe denotes DNA.

A relevant task within the molecular biology field is to characterize cells in
terms of what locations of chromatin interact with certain proteins such as
TF, and also, to detect what regions of the chromatin are open and thus,
could have stronger interactions with the proteins. In the next section, a
brief description of methods to detect open chromatin and interacting chromatin with TF will be briefly explained. Then, an example of the use of
computational tools to characterize cells in terms of open chromatin and
interaction with proteins will be presented.

terial as they both can be transformed
into each other without the need of cutting at any point. There are a limited set
of transformations that can be applied
to that circle without affecting its topological properties. If the circles are made
of DNA instead of rub, topology can tell
us what we can expect.
When a protein is to be synthesized from
the information encoded in DNA, certain
proteins such as TF locate and attach to
the correct position in the DNA to start
the replicating process (transcription).
Those TF mainly interact with chromatin that is not attached to nucleosomes.
When DNA is not linked to nucleosomes
it is called open chromatin.

ChIP-seq is a method to study protein interactions with DNA. It stands for
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation with massively parallel DNA Sequencing.
The main idea of ChiP-seq is to identify the binding sites of DNA-associated proteins, such as TF. The method requires a computational analysis of
the data obtained in the laboratory. In order to maintain this text short, only
the final results of ChIP-seq. ChIP-seq, as well as FAIRE-seq and many
other high-throughput sequencing methods, aim to identify peaks. For the
case of ChIP-seq, a peak defines the chromatin regions which show significative interactions with the inspected protein. Fig. 3a shows the interface
of the program “IGV tools” for the analysis of cell K562 and the peaks (in
red) for TF EGR1, considering all chromosomes. Fig. 3B shows the the
peaks but now focused in the gene DUSP10.
FAIRE-seq, after Formaldehyde-Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements
coupled with massively parallel DNA Sequencing, is a method to study
where the chromatin is open. In other words, the method detects chromatin
regions with a depletion of nucleosomes. A peak in FAIRE-seq establishes
that in the corresponding chromatin location there is a depletion of nucleosomes, and chromatin is open. Fig. 3A and b show an example (green) of

For a gene to be expressed, that is, to
be translated into a protein following a
chain of transformations from RNA to
mRNA, to mature RNA, the chromatin
has to change its state from closed (normal state) to open at the right location
(the transcription starting site, or TSS).
In other words, for a gene to be expressed, the repressor nature of chromatin
has to be overtaken by somehow affecting the nucleosomes (histone modifications such as de-methylation).
All eukaryotic cells in the same organism have the same DNA. However,
not all genes are equally expressed
along all different cell types. This diffe-
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rithms, or, to put it in more wide terms,
from computer science. Visualization
is among one of the applications of
computer science that has helped the
advancement of analysis of molecular
biology.

the peaks for K562.
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Fiure 3. IGV tools interface.
3a) It is shown the general summary of peaks for TF EGR1 (red), considering in the
same view all chromosomes. Open chromatin is shown in green.
3b) It is now focused on the location corresponding to gene DUSP10. It is observed
that there is one ChIP-seq peak (red) at the TSS of the gene, and a second peak is found
upstream. Open chromatin (green) is also present in the TSS of DUSP10.

Note that there is a track for each aspect being evaluated for the K562 cell.
The first one is defines the peaks for interaction between protein EGR1
and chromatin (red), whereas the second track (green) defines the peaks
of open chromatin. If other aspects of the same cell were to be considered,
for example, the interaction of chromatin and other proteins, more tracks
would be present.
Each of the techniques (ChIP-seq, FAIRE-seq) constitute a different, and
somehow complementary, perspective to study chromatin and its interaction with the molecular machinery.
There is a very important point to notice, which will lead us to the next
section and to the rest of this contribution: a single chromatin location can
be described by hundreds of variables. Each variable, in this case, is the
intensity of a peak for a certain protein, for the case of ChIP-seq, or the
observation of open chromatin for FAIRE-seq. As an example, the location
chr1:221,911kb, corresponding to the TSS of DUSP10, can be described
by two variables: 218, and 33. This two values (not shown in the figures),
describe the intensity of the peaks (218 for ChIP-seq, 33 for FAIRE-seq).
So, if a hundred tracks (protein interactions or chromatin opening) were
to be included, each location in the chromosome would be described by a
hundred variables. This is a high-dimensional (some times referred to as
multivariate) problem, and requires the use of certain algorithms to make
sense of the data.
Computer Science enters into scene
The necessity of algorithms / programs in molecular biology is, to put it in
a clear way, mandatory. Alignment, sequencing, and homology inference,
to mention just a few, can not exist without algorithms. There are, however,
many other ways in which biology has been highly benefited from algo-

The application of computer science to
molecular biology is generally referred
to as bioinformatics, or computational
biology. The application of computer
science and mathematics in molecular
biology can be either to model the studied phenomena or processes, or to
data mine the data describing the phenomena. The impact of both methods
is equally relevant. However, in this
contribution, I will mainly focus on the
data mining perspective.
In the molecular biology context, datasets may be very high-dimensional.
The amount of data generated at the
molecular level is overwhelming. Several new computational techniques
have been created to cope with the
storage and analysis of that data. In
order to inspect those datasets, several methods have to be applied in order
to extract or detect patterns or regularities. Those patterns may unveil relevant relations or mechanisms behind
the studied phenomena or process.
The most common method to study
data in molecular biology is to obtain
summaries by extracting some statistics. Although several statistics are
available, the most commonly applied
ones are of first or second order. Normally, a scientist would tend to study
his or her data by, for example, obtaining the correlation of two quantities.
Fig. 4 shows the Anscombe’s quartet.
In this group, four datasets present
the same basic statistics but they are
clearly different. This is a very simple
example showing the relevance of visualization.
Visualization, or more specific, exploratory data analysis (EDA), is also
a valid methods to inspect / scrutiny
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Figure 4. Anscombre’s quartet. The four datasets present the same basic statistics,
while the data is clearly different.

data. As valuable as EDA can be, it is normally obviated or, at best,
replaced by the use of dendrograms (cluster analysis) which in many
cases are misleading, or are not able to provide the scientist all the
relevant patterns present in data.
As a metaphor for the use of the right tools to inspect data, lets see
an example of anamorphosis, fig. 5. There, the image represents the
data under study. If the analysis is mounted in right tools, the relevant
Figure 5. Anamorphosis as a metaphor
for the right choice of
tools to study data.

patterns will be clear. Computer science may provide some of the right
tools to inspect data in biology.
In the data described in this contribution, each chromosomal region
can be described by the presence / absence of ChIP-seq and FAIREseq peaks, and by the intensity of those peaks. In other words, each
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K562 is a human cell line of leukemia.
It has a number of attributes that make
it attractive to research. Also, it is one
of the most studied cells within the
ENCODE project (http://genome.ucsc.
edu/ENCODE/). The ENCODE project
aims to acquire a comprehensive list
of functional elements in the human
genome. It contains, among other interesting features, the response of several cells to hundreds of transcription
factors (ChIP-seq. Also, it recovers the
status of chromatin, open / condensed,
of many of those cells, FAIRE-seq).
Cell line K562 is studied in its interaction with hundreds of proteins, at the
time that its chromatin status is also
available.
For data analysis reasons, each region
of the chromatin can be thought of as
an independent structure, or vector.
Each vector is described by a list of
traits or attributes. For example, one of
the attributes may be the GC content,
CpG, the strength of the peak (interaction with proteins), or any other measurable aspect. In the examples that
follow, we will focus only in the attributes related to interaction with proteins
(ChIP-seq).
Fig. 6 shows a partial list of three regions in the chromosome and their
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location can be thought of as a point in
a high-dimensional data, in which each
dimension is defined by each of the interaction proteins included in the study. By applying a relevant visualization
method, we can obtain responses to
basic questions regarding the chromatin. For example, we can ask what are
the most similar chromatin locations to
the location of DUSP10 gene, in terms
of the interaction with proteins. We
can also ask what are the chromatin
regions that can be considered as anomalies, in terms, again, of the proteins
they interact with. It can be noticed that
this scheme provides scientists with
another way to compare, for example,
genes.

SOM
respective peak value for some of the considered proteins. In this figure it
is shown that chromatin in chromosome 12, in the region from 117,645,947
to 117,889,975 interacts with EZH2 and assigns a value of 2.6 to the strength of that interaction. The interaction of the same region with MAFF is
higher (4.07), the interaction with NFE2 is very small, where as the interaction of the same region with PML is very strong (1823.62). This particular
region corresponds to the TSS for gene NOS1. Two other regions are described in a similar way.
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In fig. 6, only three regions and only the interaction with four proteins are
shown. In the analysis, however, more than one hundred of those protein
interactions were taken into account. So, we can interrogate the data and
ask what chromatin regions (genes) are similar between each other, and
try to detect genes (their location) that are different to the others in terms
of their interaction with, for example, TF. The first thing that comes to mind
is to sort chromatin regions by the intensity of their interaction with one
of the proteins, for example, EZH2. This sorting would give us an idea of
how similar are the locations in terms of their interaction with that specific

Figure 6. Chromatin regions and their interaction with proteins. Data comes from the
ENCODE project.

protein. However, if we want to study data in a wide perspective, we have
to include all proteins at the same time. Here is where visualization enters.
Consider the list of chromatin regions shown in fig. 7. Those locations
correspond to the TSS of genes known to be related to diabetes. Now, as
each location can be described by the strength of their interactions with the
hundreds of proteins, we will have a list of 22 objects (chromatin locations)

described by hundreds of variables
(the strength of the interaction of the
location with each one of the proteins).
As each region is described by hundreds of variables, we need a way to
inspect that high-dimensional space.
A useful alternative to inspect highdimensional data is provided by the
self-organizing maps, or SOM. The
basic idea behind a SOM is that it presents in the screen of the computer a
low-dimensional approximation of the
distribution of high-dimensional data.
As we cannot see more than three dimensions, inspecting data in a 100-dimensional space is impossible. Thus,
we require a map that allows us to
inspect data. The computational and
mathematical details of SOM,
although not very complicated,
are left to the reader. What is needed is to know that the objects
(in this case, chromatin regions
or genes) that are similar in the
high-dimensional space (regions
with similar interactions with proteins) are displayed in nearby areas.
At the same time, objects (again, chromatin regions) that present a different
set of interactions with proteins, tend
to be placed far away from each other
in the SOM. Fig. 8 presents a SOM
for the twelve regions, considering the
interactions with more than one hun-

Figure 7. Twelve chromatin regions that correspond to the TSS of 12 genes known to
be related to diabetes.
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dred of proteins.
One relevant aspect of the SOM is that
the results it provide are intuitive. We
can see that by looking to fig. 8. We observe that the regions corresponding to
TRAF2 and ABL1 are very close to each
other in the SOM, which means that in
the high-dimensional space, both regions are similar. In other words, both
regions present similar interactions with
the studied proteins. We can also observe that gene IGF2BP2 is isolated in
the upper left corner, and, surrounded
by red squares. The redness of a region
indicates that the distance between objects is higher that they appear. We can
infer from this SOM that IGF2BP2 is an
outlier, again, in terms of its interaction
with the included proteins. We can also
state that gene RPL10 is an outlier, as it
is also isolated by red areas. More possible inferences are possible, and the reader is kindly ask to identify them.
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Conclusions
Computer science is a mature yet relatively new field closely connected to
mathematics, but also with several ingredients from engineering, statistics,
and, surprisingly, biology. Computer science can provide molecular biologists with relevant tools to inspect their high-dimensional datasets in order
to discover knowledge that may be difficult to extract using inadequate
tools.
Among the relevant tools that computer science provides to inspect data is
that of visualization, or, more generally, exploratory data analysis. Visualization allows scientist to inspect the data in an intuitive way, at the time
that allows them with means of identifying relevant relations in the data
describing the studied phenomena. By studying a biological phenomena,
such as that of the interaction of chromatin and certain proteins, with the
right visualization tools, experts can unveil patterns and regularities that
may offer mechanistic explanations.
My final objective while writing this contribution was to try to convince biologists to consider the use of data visualization and data exploration tools.
try to convince biologists to consider the use of data visualization and data
exploration tools. Before obtaining statistics from the data describing the
results of their experiments, it is worth to visualize the data with the correct
computational tool. I suggest that self-organizing maps may be a valuable
tool to inspect high-dimensional data, which is the norm in the molecual
biology field. I will be happy to respond any question regarding this or
similar subjects.
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Figure 8. SOM (self-organizing map) of
twelve chromatin regions corresponding to the TSS of genes in fig. 7. Each
dimension of the high-dimensional space
is defined by intensity of the interaction of
the region with the corresponding protein.
Thus, each gene is described by a list of
more than a hundred variables.

“POWER, SEX AND SUICIDE”
Nick Lane. Mitochondria and the meaning of life”.Oxforf
University Press. New York, NY, USA.

By: Bruno Alejandro Aguilar López
Laboratorio de Inmunorregulación
Departamento de Inmunología
Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biológicas
Instituto Politécnico Nacional

T

he mitochondrion is an organelle of eukaryotic cells of bacterial origin (perhaps
from an a-proteobacteria). An endosymbiotic association between this bacteria and a
nucleated cell originated millions years ago.
The main function of the mitochondria is the
generation of the major part of energy required for cell activity but many other functions have been uncovered more recently.

carbon dioxide, which these bacteria could
transform into methane. Methanogen bacteria could tolerate some oxygen in their surroundings.

In later chapters the book explains how cells
produce their energy by metabolizing substrates such as glucose which is oxidizeto
water and carbon dioxide through cellular
respiration and how cellular respiration is carried out through an electron transport chain
The first chapters of “Power, sex and suicide.
composed of different complexes (I, II, III and
Mitochondria and the meaning life”,authored
IV), coenzymes and cytochromes, when the
by Nick Lane, Senior lecturer at University electrons pass through the transmembrane
College London, explain the environmental complexes (I, III and IV), protons of the miconditions of the earth that gave rise to the tochondrial matrix translocate to the interendosymbiosis between a bacteria and a
membrane space, creatnucleated cell, the differences
“Bacteria had evolved ing a proton gradient that
between bacteria and eukarygenerates a mitochondrial
otic cells, such as size and com- to survive in an anoxic membrane potential that
atmosphere and then is used by the ATP synthase
plexity.
had to adapt to sur- for ATP synthesis.These
Bacteria had evolved to survive
vivein new oxygenated chapters not only deal with
in an anoxic atmosphere and
the biochemistry of ATP
then had to adapt to survivein surroundings.”
synthesis, they also provide
new oxygenated surroundings.
a vivid account on the inPrimitive eukaryotic cells, possessing every- tellectual atmosphere that leaded to the key
thing that characterizes modern eukaryotes, discoveries.
except for mitochondria, interiorized bacteria
similar to modern time Rickettsia that could The ATP synthase, the book explains, is a marsurvive within the cell, beginning an endo- velous example of nature’s nanotechnology:
symbiotic relationship when still increased it works as a molecular motor, and as such
atmospheric oxygen concentrations fol- is the smallest known machine. The enzime
has a rotating head, the pressure of protonlowed.
soutside of the membrane forces protons
Host bacteria were likely methanogen, since through the drive shaft to rotate the head,
the atmosphere consisted ofhydrogen and and as 3 protons pass, one molecule of ATP
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is synthetized.

“Oxygen free radicals are formed in the process of cell respiration and are very damaging; they attack several cell components
including mitochondrial DNA, causing mutations that disrupt mitochondrial function
and therefore cell function”.

Another issue that the book talks about is the origin of life,
in the primitive earth a primordial soup existed composed
of various inorganic compounds, they reacted among them
with the help of abiotic factors,originating the first organic
molecules, which in turn joined together to create LUCA
(Last Universal Common Ancestor), from which 3 major kingdoms (Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya) were derived.
The book also discusses the relationship between the number of mitochondria, the animal size and the metabolic rate.
It indicates how these parameters change depending on the
species habitat, their habits or if they are hot or cold blood
animals.The book tells the story of a constant called the log
metabolic rate originally standardized at 3/4 (0.75), and how
in fact this “constant” varies among species.
Then it comes cell death, which is caused by some irreparable cell damage, a type of cell death is programmed and
it is called apoptosis. Programed cell death is necessary for
balance and integrity of multicellular organisms and when
this mechanism fails and a damaged cell does not enter the
apoptotic process it can become a cancer cell.Cancer is the
result of a genetic mutation, when a cell accumulates many
genetic mutations in specific genes is transformed into a
malignant cell, these mutations can take place in oncogenes
and tumor suppressor genes.The malignant cells do not respond normally to the instructions of the body and begin to
proliferate uncontrollably, they produce growth factors that
induce angiogenesis allowing transformed cells to receive
nutrients, and these cells can spread to other organs by a
processknown as metastasis. Mitochondria have a central
role in programed cell death.
The penultimate chapter discusses the use of mitochondrial
DNA for diverse applications, from the use of mitochondrial
DNA to reconstruct prehistory, solve forensic cases and establishthe identity of an unknown individual. It explains how
all this is possible because in the union of human gametes
(sperm and egg) only the mother’s mitochondrial DNA is inherited.
The last chapter deals with aging. This chapter considers
free oxygen radicals as the main cause of cell aging. Oxygen free radicals are formed in the process of cell respiration and are very damaging; they attack several cell
components including mitochondrial DNA, causing
mutations that disrupt mitochondrial function and
therefore cell function. Much of this damage can be
repaired by some enzymes or prevented by antioxidants intake in the normal diet. Nonetheless,
free radicals are not purely detrimental, they also
carry out essential cell signaling roles.
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In my opinion, “Power, sex and suicide. Mitochondria and
the meaning life” is an excellent book worth reading. It covers a wealth of information regarding mitochondria, it is easy
to understand for people with some knowledge of Biology
and Biochemistry but it can also be read and understood by
a more general public. The book provides us with a glossary
of terms that facilitates comprehension. It is nicely structured,
provides many original references and it is written in such a
style that keeps readers attention and you do not want to
miss a page.
I personally loved reading this book because it answer many
of my questions regarding mitochondria but also gave me a
completely new perspective on the topic.
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“Einstein, Picasso, Space, Time,
and the Beauty That Causes
Havoc” by Arthur A. Miller.
Reynold Gerardo Farrera Calderón.

Laboratorio de Inmunorregulación
Departamento de Inmunología
Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biológicas
Instituto Politécnico Nacional

People of science and art have always had their differences and similarities; however, something that can be found at the core of subjects in both
groups is the creative drive. Both, scientists and artists, have to constantly
find new ways to express and understand the world around them. This concept, however, is something that is not frequently explored. It is easy, as
an artist, to consider the scientific work bland and uninteresting, devoid
of emotion and imagination. Likewise, it is not uncommon for men and
women of science to dismiss artistic work as lacking analysis and precision.
However, science and art are more similar than one would expect. What
exactly lies at the heart of the creative process for both scientists and artists?
This is the question that one should have in mind when starting to read
“Einstein, Picasso, Space, Time, and the Beauty That Causes Havoc” by Arthur A. Miller.
Miller, an Emeritus Professor of History and Philosophy of Science at University College London, who also has a PhD in physics from MIT, has worked on
and published several works regarding the intersection of art and science.
This book can be considered a biographical review of cubist painter Pablo
Picasso, famous for his revolutionary work during the first decades of the
twentieth century and world-renowned physicist Albert Einstein. One can
guess as much after reading the title, but why exactly are such figures, both
considered incredibly influential on their respective fields but so different
from one another (as one might think), being analyzed in the same book?
This question goes unanswered for exactly one paragraph as the author
starts describing the similarities between the lives of Einstein and Picasso.
This work is straightforward in its intention, giving accurate and well-founded descriptions of the life-stages of the characters in question, highlighting
the people that were vital to them and their creative process, describing
their environment and explaining how all these conditions helped nurture
the abilities of these men that have been called geniuses.
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“Everything you can
imagine is real”
Pablo Picasso

“In moments of crisis,
only imagination is more
important than knowledge”
Albert Einstein

Divided in 8 chapters, the book explores the lives of both Einstein
and Picasso in a not exactly linear fashion. The first chapter prepares the canvas for the rest of the work, explaining how the author found Einstein and Picasso to be so similar, what was their
effect on their world, what things were of great influence for them
and how this relates to the interaction between science and art.
Chapters two and three paint the background for the characters,
explaining, in an alternating fashion, their first years and their first
difficulties: Picasso’s falling in love with the city of Paris, his friends
and home, Einstein’s struggles against an institution that did not
value his self-learning prowess, and the love lives of both and the
consequences of them.
One of the most important concepts explored in these chapters,
and that might be of interest to you potential reader, is the one of
abstraction and visualization of concepts in one’s mind. The ability
to imagine something unseen was one of the driving forces behind
many of the works of both Einstein and Picasso.
This idea is then used to explain another concept, the idea of observing at something from different but simultaneous points of
view. This is one of the premises of cubism (notice a trend?), and is
of great importance when trying to find a scientific explanation for
a specific phenomenon.
This then allows the author to explain the concepts of analytic and
synthetic observation: the idea that one can obtain an explanation
by observing an occurrence (analytic observation) and predict a
real manifestation from an abstract concept or idea (synthetic observation).
All these tools used in the creative process are carefully explained
by Miller, while continuously speaking about the lives of Einstein
and Picasso.
The friends which whom they shared their thoughts and discoveries were an important factor in the development of their ideas
as well. As many of you probably know, having someone to share
ideas with is of great help with an ongoing creative process, both
for art and science. The men and women that Einstein and Picasso
used as a sounding board were of utmost importance in their lives.
Chapters four and five talk about Picasso’s train of thought, his
ideas and relations during the time he spent working on what is
nowadays considered his masterpiece: Les Demoiselles d’Avignon,
and the aftermath that followed its reveal to the public.
These chapters are then followed by a short interlude which talks
about Henri Poincaré, a man who influenced both Einstein and Picasso.
Chapters six and seven deal with the great successes of Einstein,
the works that are considered his masterpieces, and the subsequent effects of these in the world.
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These chapters have an approach which would seem more akin to science than to art, but that is basic to both, which
is how to formulate knowledge based on human senses and perception.
The final chapter paints the final strokes for the work, wrapping it up with an analysis of what exactly is creativity in
art and science. What are the emotional traits of the men and women that undergo a creative process? how can we
comprehend creativity? among other concepts.
This book is a great grab for anyone looking for new ideas for artistic or scientific work, also for anyone interested in
learning more about the lives of Albert Einstein and Pablo Picasso. However, it is not exactly light reading, and though
really well-founded the book doesn’t follow a strict timeline, which can make things confusing for readers that do not
know much about the characters being discussed.
A reader willing to explore the ocean of footnotes provided by the author will find the extensive research behind the
project, along with extra information. This is not required to understand the book but is a nice added bonus for anyone willing to delve deeper into the subject.
In summary: good book for people looking for ideas for a creative process, people interested in the lives of Einstein
and Picasso, not recommended for someone looking for light reading or just quick entertainment.
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Reseña de Posgrados

Biomedicina y
			Biotecnología Molecular

Posgrado en

			
					

de la Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biológicas del IPN

La Biomedicina y Biotecnología Molecular son un área prioritaria, estratégica, y tecnológicamente un componente socio-económico importante para la salud e industrialización de
nuestro país. Los Programas de Maestría y Doctorado en Biomedicina y Biotecnología
Molecular de la Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biológicas (ENCB) del Instituto Politécnico
Nacional, se gestarona inicios del Siglo XXIpor13 profesores que participaban en actividades académicas y de investigación afines y que estabanadscritos a tres departamentos
de la ENCB: Morfología (Dra. Irma Deleón Rodríguez y Aura Judith Pérez Zapata), Microbiología (Dra. María Valdés, Dr. Jorge González y Merchand y Dra. Rosa María Ribas Jaimes)
yBioquímica (Dra. Isabel Baeza Ramírez, Dr. Guillermo Carvajal Sandoval, Dr. Carlos Wong
Ramírez, Dr. Rogelio Maldonado Rodríguez, Dr. José Luis Muñoz Sánchez, Dr. Miguel Ibáñez
Hernández, Dra. Lorena Ignacia Rodríguez Páez y Dr. Ernesto Alarcón Hernández). Siendo
el Dr. Rogelio Maldonado quién convocó a los profesores para iniciar este arduo trabajo,
con el compromiso de formar investigadores de calidad con conciencia social a través de
un trato humano y personalizado, asumiendo el reto ante los grandes progresos en diversos campos de la ciencia y la tecnología tales como la biología molecular, la biotecnología,
la biomedicina y lasmicro y nanobiotecnologías.

Ambos programas iniciaron funciones en 2002 con la
primera generación de estudiantes y desde entonces
han sido evaluados satisfactoriamente. El Programa en
Biomedicina y Biotecnología Molecular fue coordinado
desde su fundación hasta 2011 por la Dra. Isabel Baeza
Ramírez, quién con su liderazgo para integrar el trabajo
en equipo, logró que los programas de maestría y doctorado fueran aprobadospor el Consejo General Consultivodel IPN el 30 de noviembre de 2001 y el 15 de diciembre de 2001, respectivamente. Así como la obtención
de calificaciones satisfactorias ante el PIFOP y finalmente
las calificaciones que actualmente tienen ambos programas. En este momento, los programas son de orientación
científica y modalidad presencial, en donde el Programa
de Doctorado tiene la calificación de Consolidado y el de
Maestría de Competencia Internacional, otorgadas por el
Padrón Nacional de Posgrados de Calidad de SEP-CONACyT. Cabe mencionar que el programa de maestría fue
uno de los primeros en lograr la calificación de Competencia Internacional en el IPN y el primero en la ENCB. La
academia se conforma por 26 profesores de cinco departamentos en la ENCB y uno de la Unidad ProfesionalInterdisciplinaria deBiotecnología (UPIBI), en donde la mayo44
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ría son miembros del Sistema Nacional de Investigadores y
participan en uno o ambos programas.
El Programa en Biomedicina y Biotecnología Molecular cuenta con la infraestructura necesaria para desarrollar cuatro líneas de investigación principales o
eje: 1) Ciencias Biomédicas, 2) Biología Molecular,
3) Biotecnología Molecular y 4) Micro y Nanobiotecnología, con 14 laboratorios de investigación en la
ENCB-IPN Unidad Lázaro Cárdenas, uno en la ENCBIPN Unidad Zacatenco y dos en la UPIBI-IPN. El laboratorio de Terapia Génica fue inauguradoen enero de
este año en la ENCB-IPN Unidad Lázaro Cárdenas.
Una fortaleza que distingue a este programa es
incentivar
actividades
académicas,
deportivas
y
culturales a través de sus Jornadas Científicas del
Posgrado en Biomedicina y Biotecnología Molecular,
que se celebran anualmente teniendo como sede la
ENCB-IPN en forma alternada con la del Congreso
Internacional y Nacional de Ingeniería Bioquímica,
donde el programa forma parte y participa activamente en su organización. Otra actividad que se fomenta es la organización de foros y actividades para

analizar situaciones importantes de forma crítica y
constructiva, por ejemplo, el Simposio “Impacto y
alternativas de los egresados de Biomedicina y Biotecnología Molecuar en el campo laboral”, realizado
el 13 de agosto de este año, donde se presentaron
jóvenes egresados exitosos, que se han desempeñado en diversas áreas relacionadas con su perfil de
egreso tanto en nuestro país como en el extranjero,
generando una experiencia enriquecedora para los
profesores, egresados y estudiantes en activo.
El programa en Biomedicina y Biotecnología Molecular guarda el propósito de actualizarse día con día,
para formar recursos humanos líderes de los más
altos niveles académicos y competitivos,que participen en la generación de conocimientos a nivel
molecular en las ciencias médicas y biotecnológicas
avanzadas y multidisciplinarias. Lo que lo hace un
programa pertinente para el presente y futuro de
nuestro país.

Dra. Rosa María Rivas.
Coordinadora del programa.
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Científicos itinerantes

Dra. Esmeralda Alvarado Facundo

Licenciatura:
QuímicoBacteriólogoParasitólogo (QBP), Escuela Nacional
de Ciencias Biológicas (ENCB),
Instituto Politécnico Nacional
(IPN)
Maestría:
Maestría en Ciencias en Biomedicina y Biotecnología Molecular,
ENCB, IPN
Doctorado:
Doctorado en Ciencias en
Biomedicina y Biotecnología
Molecular, ENCB, IPN
Postdoctorado:
Center for Biologics Evaluation
and Research (CBER), US Food
and Drug Administration
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Nací en el Distrito Federal pero a los 3 años me fui a vivir a Moctezuma, San Luis Potosí. Desde los
11 años decidí que quería estudiar alguna carrera relacionada al área de las ciencias biológicas. Dos
eventos que marcaron esta decisión fue que revise un libro de hematología y el otro fue ver una imagen en la televisión de microscopia electrónica del virus de Ebola. A los 17 años regrese al Distrito
Federal a estudiar la licenciatura de Químico Bacteriólogo y Parasitólogo (QBP) en la Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biológicas (ENCB) del Instituto Politécnico Nacional (IPN).En la misma escuela
obtuve la maestría y el doctorado en el programa de Biomedicina y Biotecnología Molecular. En
mis tesis de licenciatura y maestría, bajo la dirección dela Dra. Rosa María Ribas Jaimes, desarrollamos la primera fase del diseño de una vacuna de DNA para uso veterinario contra varias
especies de Clostridia. Participe con la academia de Producción y Control de Biológicos de
la ENCB impartiendo clases de laboratorio a alumnos de licenciatura de
las carreras de QBP y Químico Farmacéutico Industrial (QFI).Durante
la obtención de mi doctorado, a
través de la colaboración de mis directoras de tesis, la Dra. Rosa María
Ribas Jaimes y la Dra. Alicia Jiménez Alberto, con la Dra. Carol D.
Weissrealicé una estancia de 3 años
en el Center forBiologicsEvaluation
and Research de la US Food and
DrugAdministration, en Maryland,
Estados Unidos de América (EUA).
Durante esta estancia y como parte
de mi tesis, realice estudios acerca
de la relación entre las proteínas hemaglutinina (HA) y M2 del virus de
la Influenza A que ocasionó la pandemia del 2009. Regresé a México por un tiempo corto para
graduarme del doctorado, y casi inmediatamente regresé al CBER donde hago lo que ahora es una
estancia postdoctoral. Realizo investigación en la cual uso ensayos in vitroe in sílicopara la detección y evaluación de anticuerpos neutralizantes contra la HA de una variedad de subtipos del
virus de la influenza, incluyendo cepas de influenza estacional (Influenza A y B) o con potencial
pandémico. Además participo en el estudio de mutaciones en la HA que puedan generar un virus
de la influenza menos susceptible a la neutralización por anticuerpos generados por vacunación o
por infección. Actualmente, mantengo colaboración con las que fueran mis directoras de tesis de
doctorado y con el Dr. Juan Arturo Castelán Vega de la ENCB. Ciertamente, cada una de las etapas,
desde el kínder, pasando por la licenciatura, posgrado y postdoctorado, han contribuido en mi
proceso de aprendizaje, adquisición de conocimiento y objetividad. Con el inicio y la terminación
de cada una de estas etapas he adquirido una visión más amplia de cómo hacer ciencia y como
criticarla constructivamente.
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L

os matemáticos de la antigua Grecia quedaron fascinados por la exactitud matemática infalible para resolver
cualquier problema. Es Aristóteles quien encuentra a través de esta fascinación, la clave de la belleza con 3
virtudes: orden, simetría y límites, muchos matemáticos posteriores a él encontraron en la naturaleza estas
virtudes, tal es ejemplo de Arquímides con su espiral.

Otros pensadores y matemáticos que rescatan las enseñanzas aristotélicas fue Bertrand Rusell, quien asume que las
matemáticas no solo possen la verdad, sino la belleza suprema; misma belleza que lleva a Richard Feymand a aseverar
que, solo aprendiendo el lenguaje matemático perfecto en la que habla la naturaleza, seremos capaces de apreciar su
belleza.
En esta íntima relación entre lo exacto, lo bello, lo vivo y lo natural, es que seleccionamos la nueva portada, el pintor a
causalidad de la geometría polar, recrea con cálculos elementales el vuelo de las mariposas y doble hélices, pasando así
desde la ciencia exacta pura, a la genética y entomología, (…) curiosa reflexión sobre proceso evolutivo de las formas en
su lienzo y el pincel.
48
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[

]

Cada curva matemática tiene una
naturaleza propia, la exactitud de
una ley, la expresión de una idea,
la evidencia de una virtud.
-Eduardo Torroja Miret
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entrevista

Rafael Araujo

Arquitectura, Universidad Simón Bolivar,
Caracas , Venezuela
1.¿Dónde nació y dónde vive actualmente?
(Breve biografía)
Nací en Caracas, Venezuela, donde resido y trabajo.
-

2.¿Cuál es su profesión? (Breve historia académica)

-Estudié Arquitectura y música. Actualmente toco
la llamada flauta traversa barroca, abuela de la flauta
moderna de conciertos, para la que fueron escritas
las obras originales del período de Bach y Telemann.

Where were you born?

I was born in Caracas, Venezuela. I live and work
there.

What is your Profession? (Academic brief)

I studied Architecture and music. Actually I play the
baroque transverse flute, the “grandmother” of the
modern concert flute, the one for which the original
Bach’s and Telemann’s pieces were composed.

3.¿Sigue usted dedicándose a la arquitectura?

-Pinto (y dibujo) a dedicación exclusiva, todo el día,
todos los días.

4.¿Cómo fue que empezó a trabajar con el arte?
¿Dónde aprendió a pintar?

-No pareciera que hubiese comenzado en algún momento particular. Las vocaciones marcadas suelen ser
casi preexistentes a la propia conciencia de su existencia misma. Uno no decide tener un cierto talento
a fuerza de voluntad, pareciera ser
más bien un don que se posee o
no.

Are you still dedicated to Architecture?

I use to paint and draw (exclusively) all day, every day.

How was your introduction to art? Where did
you learn to paint?
It seems not to be learnt in a particular moment. The
important callings are often present before you know
you own it. Is not a choice
to have certain talent by our
own desire, you have it or
not.

Específicamente, habiendo dibujado siempre, aprendí a hacerlo profesionalmente y además a pintar,
realizando dibujo arquitectónico
publicitario (perspectivas de
proyectos a construir). Básicamente fue un proceso autodidacta-pagado-, por medio del cual
adquirí las destrezas que me permitieron luego dar el paso a hacer
mis propios trabajos con un nivel
de ejecución técnico profesional…
pero nunca pensando mucho si lo
que hacía era arte o no, que, al fin y
al cabo, es una cuestión de criterio

50
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I learnt professionally drawing and painting by doing it
always, architectonic drawing for publicity (perspectives and building projects).
Basically this self-learning
paid process allowed to me to
pick up all the skills needed
to make my pieces with the
required professional technical level, never thinking if it
was art or not. Anyway that’s
all about criteria.

Interview
5. ¿En qué momento los vectores se convierten
el elemento principal de sus pinturas?

-Yo trabajo , más que vectorial o álgebra lineal Geometría Polar traducida en perspectiva tradicional.
La facilidad para esta última era, como mencioné,
“natural”. Posteriormente, el conocimiento del trabajo
de M C Escher , me enrumbó por los caminos de “cálculos” tridimensionales más complejos y, fundamentalmente, radiales, polares( que se llaman)

6. ¿En la actualidad cuáles considera las influencias directas de sus pinturas?
-Además de Escher a mis inicios, mi afiliación artística más directa y activa es la música, siendo aunque
suene extraño, un poco ajeno al que hacer pictórico.
Quizá por eso mi trabajo es tan diferente a lo que se
ve en las galerías y sitios de arte( porque no pretendo
ser artista de entrada). Yo diría que la influencia más
directa en este sentido es la Naturaleza, los portentos
de la Creación, que lamentablemente, casi todos damos por sentado, que están allí, nos pertenecen y…
nada más( responsabilidad cero o mínima)

7. En ocasiones su técnica ha sido comparada
con la de Da’Vinci, ¿Qué piensa al respecto?
-Suena un poco exagerado( muy alagador), por ser
Leonardo un semi-dios olímpico. Pero claro, parecería
existe un paralelismo en la idea de la mezcla entre el
arte y la ciencia que no es un asunto usual. En todo
caso, sería más bien “casual”, pues nunca he pretendido hacer arte o ciencia( o ambas) ex profeso…yo
solo quería calcular las cosas sin lugar a dudas …y en
espirales, de ser posible.

8. ¿Cómo considera esta estrecha relación entre las ciencias exactas y el arte?

-Yo utilizo métodos de cálculo exactos para lograr mis
propósitos, llamemos, gráficos. Entre otras cosas, es
imposible describir la belleza de una cierta curva (en
sentido matemático) si no se la puede representar con
precisión…pero de ahí a decir que eso es arte, pues
hay un paso que se debe complementar con “algo”…
quizá el vuelo de la mariposas, por ejemplo, “poetiza”
a la espiral sobre la que se desplazan? ; o una sucesión
divergente (que empieza en cero y tiende a infinito,

Es imposible describir la belleza
de una cierta curva (en sentido
matemático) si no se la puede
representar con precisión…
When did the vectors become an essential part
of your paintings?

It’s neither vector not lineal algebra but polar geometry translated to traditional perspective, this one used
to go naturally on me. Subsequently, after knowing
the work of M. C. Escher, I choose tridimensional calculation way, more complex, polar and radial.

Now a day, which are your direct influences?

Besides Escher, the music is the more direct and artistic affiliation for me, no matter how far it could be
from the pictorial task. That’s why my work is so different from those at the art galleries (because I don’t
pretend to be an artist). In that context, I must say, the
more direct influence to me is the Nature, the wonders of creation that, unfortunately, we just think we
own and ignore them (No responsibility).

Sometimes your technique has been compared
with Da’ Vinci’s. What do you think so?

Sounds exaggerated (very flattering) being Leonardo
almost an Olympic god. But yes, it seems to be a parallelism in the idea of mixing Art and Science, not a
common issue. It would be more “casual” because I’ve
never pretended to make art or science, but just calculate the things in spirals of course.

What do you think about the relationship between Art and Sciences?

I use calculation methods to achieve my graphical
achieves. Among other things, it’s impossible to describe mathematically the beauty of a curve if you
can’t represent it with precision. I wouldn’t say this is
Art. It must be complemented as better as possible.
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Is not a choice to have
certain talent by our own
desire, you have it or not.

I have understood that you have teaching
about vectors. Have you tried to keep a school
correlating Art?
etc.), representada en una concha marina hace a una
mera ecuación… artística? No lo sé. Yo cumplo con
hacerlo lo mejor posible

9. Tengo entendido que usted ha dado clases
sobre vectores, ¿Ha intentado mantener una
escuela correlacionado el arte?
- Di clases en alguna ocasión, pero no ejerzo actividades docentes de ningún tipo. Pinto sin parar, con
alguna partitura cerca y cuidado para no manchar las
flautas

10. ¿Qué mensaje brindaría a alguien que se
dedica a la ciencia y quiere incursionar en el
arte con ideas como las suyas?

I teach sometime in the past but, actually, I don’t have
any teaching activity at all. I paint without stopping,
with any musical score close enough for not to soil
the flutes.

Based on your ideology, what message would
you send to those who are engaged in Science
and want to venture into Arts?

Begin as soon as possible. Any synthesis process
(Nature-Art, Science-Art, Abstraction-Art) needs a
lot of time. Among other things, neural connections
must be educated by constant repeating. People who
play an instrument know that hours of “sterile” scales
practicing are needed to improve your technical skills
of execution.

-Que empiece lo antes posible. Cualquier proceso de
síntesis: Naturaleza-Arte, Ciencia –Arte, Abstracción-Arte, requiere de mucho tiempo, porque, entre
otras cosas, las neuro-conecciones hay que educarlas
y pareciera que solo la práctica repetitiva lo logra. La
gente que toca un instrumento musical sabe que tiene
que hacer miles de horas de “estériles” escalas, por ej,
si desea mejorar el nivel de ejecución e interpretación
del mismo
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CONGRESS

itinerary

IMMUNOLOGY
ICPP 2015: XIII International Conference on Pharmacy and Pharmacology.
16-17, Febrary 2015.London, United Kingdom.
World Congress on Pharmacology.
July 20-22, 2015 Brisbane, Australia.
12th International Congress of Neuroimmunology
November 10th - 13th, 2014. Mainz, Germany
Fifth International Workshop on CMV & Immunosenescence.
20-21 November 2014. Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

The british society for Immunology Annual Congress.
1-4 December 2014 Brighton, UK.

SOM
1st international Congress on
Controversies in Primary and Outpatient Care
13-15 November, 2014
Barcelona, España.
56th ASH Annual Meeting and Exposition.
December 6-9, 2014. San Francisco CA.

The 3rd Belgrade Symposium on Immunoregulation.
15-25 May 2015. inArandjelovac Spa, Serbia.

1st International Symposium on Tumor-Host Interaction in Head and Neck Cancer
January 22-24, 2015 in Essen, Germany

European Congress of Immunology (ECI2015)
06-09 September 2015 in Vienna, Austria

6° Congress of European Microbiologists.
7-11 June 2015. Maastricht, The Netherlands.

PHARMACOLOGY
Antibiotic alternatives for the new millennium.
05-07 November 2014.
United Kingdom, London.

European Scientific Conference on Applied Infectious
Disease Epidemiology (ESCAIDE)
05-07 November 2015. Sweden, Stockholm

12th Congress of the European Association for Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics (EACPT 2015),
27-30 June 2015 in Madrid, Spain
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Instituto Politécnico Nacional

“La Técnica al Servicio de la Patria”
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